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ABSTRACT
A proposed ship propulsion system which incorporates
superconducting electric machines as the transmission
system between the prime mover and the propeller is
described. The propulsion system employs gas turbine
prime movers, synchronous generators and synchronous
motors with superconducting field windings, switch gear
with a cycloconverter, variable frequency, power controller
between the generators and the motors. The proposed
system in the DD963 destroyer, which has a gas turbine
propulsion system driving controllable pitch propellers
through reduction gears. The resulting ship is compared
with the original on the basis of weight and volume. A
smaller ship with an identical payload but a smaller pro-
pulsion system is constructed to take advantage of the
weight and volume savings which are a result of using
superconducting electric machinery. The smaller ship is
compared with the original DD963 on the basis of weight,
volume, effeciency and cost ceiling for the superconduct-
ing electric propulsion system.
The proposed superconducting motors and generators
are modeled mathematically and simulated on a digital
computer. Components for the motors and generators are
designed to determine their individual characteristics
and their interactions with other elements of the machines.
The design analysis of the superconducting machines
indicates they will be very small and lightweight.
Final comparison of the proposed and existing ships
shows a 14^ reduction in ship displacement, a 9% reduc-
tion in total volume, a 1?% reduction in fuel carried and
a propulsion system that is 50?^ lighter and requires 33^
less volume.
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Length of hull at waterline
Beam(width) of hull
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height of main deck
Draft of hull
Vertical Center of Gravity
of ship
Prismatic coefficient. The
percentage of a prism, which
is the same L,B,T as the
underwater hull, actually
filled by the underwater
hull. For a Box of L,B,and
T units, C = 1.
Midship section coefficient.
The percentage of a rectangle,
which is the same B and T as
the underwater hull, actually
filled by the midship hull
cross section. For a rectangle
Measure of ship stability
(Resistance to rolling)
Maximum sustained speed
Range at cruising speed
Main propulsion horsepower
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Machinery Box volume fraction
Ships operations volume
fraction
VOL PERS/v Personnel volume fraction
VOL pay/ V Payload volume fraction









VOL HAB/M Personnel specific volume
Y. Densities
DISPLACEMENTAOLUME (lbs/ft^) Total ship density
VI . BSCI Weight Groups *
BSCI weight groups are a breakdown of ship weights by ship
systems as listed below:




WTGP2 (tons) Propulsion System
WTGP3 (tons) Electric Plant
WTGP^ (tons) Communication and Control
WTGP5 (tons) Auxiliary Systems
WTGP6 (tons) Outfit and Furnishings
WTGP7 (tons) Armament
WTGP8 (tons) Loads
* Complete listing of the contents of each weight group




Superconducting electrical machines can now be
considered "state-of-the-art" for marine applications.
This paper investigates the impact of converting a DD963
gas turbine driven propulsion plant from mechanical power
transmission to superconducting electrical power trans-
mission. The DD963 is a 7885 ton, twin screw, 30+- knot
destroyer with a 6OOO mile endurance range. The propul-
sion plant prime movers axe four 20,000 horsepower gas
turbines. The mechanical drive propulsion system of the
DD963 requires two gas turbines driving the reduction
gear for each shaft. The physical connection of a gas
turbine to a reduction gear limits a gas turbine to
driving that one shaft only. In a electric drive pro-
pulsion system any one gas turbine can drive either or
both shafts at the same time. At the cruising speed of
20 knots, the mechanical system required two gas turbines
(one for each shaft) to be in operation. At this low
power level, each turbine is operating in a very unecono-
mical off-optimum fuel consumption performance mode. A
single gas turbine providing the power for a 20 knot
cruising speed and using electric drive to transmit
this power to both shafts, operates at a more economical
performance power level. For this reason, an electric
12

drive requires much less fuel than the mechanical drive
system. The criteria for comparing the electric drive
ship to the original mechanical drive DD963 is the ships
must perform the same military mission without changing
the speed and endurance characteristics.
Figure 1 contains a major weight breakdown for the
DD963 baseline ship, a four gas turbine electric drive
ship, and a three gas turbine electric drive ship. When
a straight conversion of the four gas turbine driven
DD963 to electric drive is made a propulsion plant
weight and fuel weight savings of 485.1 tons is realized.
Since the DD963 is a weight limited ship (no weight margin
I
to spare) , this is a dramatic improvement in the overall
ship characteristic.
The DD963 was originally designed with a large
excess margin of volume, which is now even greater with
the 485 ton reduction in displacement. The next logical
step was to take full advantage of the propulsion plant
and fuel weight reductions and reduce the overall size
of the ship. This further reduced the fuel weight; less
fuel required to drive a smaller lighter weight ship.
A smaller and lighter ship also requires less installed
horsepower, which permitted the reduction of the propul-
sion plant to three 20,000 horsepower gas turbines. An
overall savings due to hull, propulsion plant and fuel
13

weight reductions in a three gas turbined powered ship
is 108^ tons for a lU^ weight reduction over the base-
line ship.
The three- engined ship has the same mission perform-
ance capabilities as the larger four-engined ship. The
only differences between the two ships is the three-
engined ship is cheaper to build, maintain and operate.
DD963 k ENGINED 3 ENGINED
BASELINE ELECTRIC DRIVE ELECTRIC DRIVE
Hull Structure 3137.1 3105.6 2757.7
Propulsion 789.2 50^.1 401.2
.
Electric Plant 296.8 296.8 275.9
Command & Control 250.3 250.3 250.3
Auxilisury Systems 739.8 739.8 735.5
Outfit & Furnishings 45^.3 k5k.3 445.9
Armament 159.2 159.2 159.2
Margin 100 100 100
Fuel 1606 140^1- 133^
Loads 353 353 341
Full Load
Displacement 7885 7366. /f 6800.7
% Weight Saving from
Baseline 6fo iWo
MAJOR WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
FOR THE DD963 BASELINE SHIP




In comparison to other propulsion systems, the super-
conduction electric machinery offers a truly compatable
transmission system with which to take advantage of the
high-speed, compact and highly maintainable gas turbine,
without the use of gears or controllable reversible pitch
propellers for reversing. The arrangement flexibility
inherent to electrical propulsion systems can now be
realized without the weight penalty associated with con-
ventional electrical machines. The cost of installing
superconducting machines onboard a ship appears to be





ELECTRICAL MACHINERY FOR SHIP PROPULSION
1 . 1 Background
Interest in electrical propulsion systems has been
generated by their inherent ability to provide speed
reduction between a high-speed, efficient, lightweight .
prime mover and a much slower, efficient propeller. The
primary advantages of such an installation is the flex-
ibility of design and arrangement of the machinery plant
and the flexibility of control.
While electrical transmission systems have a number
of advantages, the primary reasons for a lack of wide-
spread use have been:
Higher acquisition cost than mechanical drive
alternatives.
Greater weight and volume requirements than mechani-
cal drives.
Higher transmission losses overall, resulting in
a lower total system efficiency and a higher fuel
usage than mechanical drives.
With the development of superconducting electrical
machinery for shipboard use, a great savings in weight,
cost and volume may now be obtainable. Superconducting
machinery provides all of the advantages of electrical
propulsion with the disadvantages of large weight and
16

volume being greatly reduced. The reductions in size and
volume can have a dramatic effect upon the ship design
by eliminating the need for the large machinery box
required by the current mechanical drive propulsion
1 systems. The result will be an increase in available
volume in a highly desirable location, which can then
be used for other shipboard functions. Another alternative
result of a volume and weight saving propulsion system
may be a smaller and less expensive ship that performs
the same missions as the larger volume ship with a
mechanical drive system.
In the case where the power plant requires the use
of several prime movers, the electric drive provides
an efficient method of coupling these units to the
propeller without the use of mechanical clutches or
couplings. The electric drive system can be sirranged
in such a manner that the ship operating at less than
full power will require only a minimum number of prime
movers to be in service. (Chapter 2 contains the propulsion
plant operating chsiracteristics. ) This contributes to
greater fuel economy and provides down time for routine
maintenance on idle propulsion units.
Since some prime movers, such as gas turbines, are
unidirectional machines; an electric drive can produce
the required reverse rotation of the propeller by relatively
17

simple controls. This eliminates the requirement of the
unidirectional prime movers for controllable and revereable-
pitch propellers (CRP) to provide the desired reverse
rotation. Switching to fixed-pitch propellers eliminates
several disadvantages of the CRP: the extensive hydraulic
control system, the maximum upper loading limit of a single
propeller to ^0,000 shaft horsepower, and the reduced
effeciency of a CRP propeller over a fixed pitch propeller
of the same given size and characteristics.
Electric propulsion systems aire classified as
i
either direct-current (dc) or alternating-current (ac).
Electric systems can further be defined by the type of
prime mover involved, such as diesel engines or gas
turbines. Traditionally dc drives have been desirable
because they provide more rapid and continuous control
of the propeller speed for excellent maneuverablility.
As a result, superconductors were first applied to dc
machines, thus increasing the maximum practical power
level while allowing for small, light weight machinery.
Superconducting dc machines require that full electric
power must be carried onto the rotor at high current
and low voltage. This presents significant current
collection problems in high-power machines and constitutes
a distinct disadvantage. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^
The high-power electrical connections for an ac
18

machine can be made directly to a stationairy armature
winding. They are of high voltage and low current when
compared to a dc machine and are not subject to the high
current collection problems of the dc machine. However,
a high-power ac machine will require a rotating super-
conducting field winding of low current and voltage.
High-power ac synchronous machines have been proven
practical by experimentation at mit^ '^-^'^ ' and elsewhere.
A great deal of work has also gone into proving that ac
machines are suited for shipbosird use.^' J\f}\ )
The superconducting synchronous motor and generator
under investigation in this paper belongs to the class
of machines referred to as cold shield superconducting
machines. (see Fig. 1.2) The principal functions of
the cold shield (referred to as cryogenic shield or shield)
are to shield the superconducting field winding from
alternating magnetic fields and to prevent heat transfer
(2) (I*)in the form of thermal radiation. ^ ' ^ ' The rotor itself
is held at or near ^.2°K while the shield would operate
at a temperature of about 20 K. The damper shield (called
the damper) operates at approximately room temperature
and serves as an electro-mechanical damper and as a shield
for time-varying fields. In the event of a fault, the
damper absorbs strong crushing and torque loads. These
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consequently thick, relative to the shield. ^
The rotor cross section consists of eight elements,
(see Fig. 1.1) Arranged from inside to outside, they
are: torque tube, superconducting field winding, field
hoop support, shield insulation gap, shield, shield
support, damper insulation gap, and damper. Between the
armature and the damper is a gap which holds a vacuum to
reduce the rotor windage loss and to provide thermal
insulation.
The outer shell outside the armature (called the stator
core) provides a uniform boundary condition and confines
the magnetic field to the machine. This shell is of
laminated iron to reduce eddy current losses. The iron
in this shield is soft and must be surrounded by an outer
shell to protect it. This steel outer shell acts as a
frame and serves as a structural support for the entire
machine. Fig. 1.1 . ,
The torque tube is actually a cylinder that serves
as a cryogenic thermal distance piece and supports the
field winding. The torque tube must be thick enough to
withstand the torque that is imparted to the cylinder by
the magnetic flux field. The torque tube is sized for
normal torque, based on the machine's full power rating.




A superconducting field winding is the heart of the
superconducting machine. This superconducting field
produces an intense magnetic field without the use of
«
heavy and bulky ferrous material, electrical dissipation,
and negligible electric power losses. When the temperature
is reduced below a critical value (approximately 5°K) the
superconductors support very high currents without
resistance losses. Current in the stationary armature
winding interacts with the large flux wave generated by
the field winding and pulls the rotor around at synchro-
nous speed in the same manner as a conventional machine.
A conventional electric motor or generator operating at
room temperature requires a heavy iron core to produce
the magnetic fields necessary for proper operation. At
these temperatures, there is electrical dissipation and
power losses. To overcome these losses, the machine must
be made even Isirger. The size and weight of the iron
core then controls the size of the conventional machine.
Conventional machines become big and heavy when compared
to superconducting machines of the same size. It is in
this manner that a much smaller superconducting machine
develops the same horsepower as a much larger conventional
mchlne.(3'<5)(6)(7)C9)
1.2 Baseline Ship
A particulau? propulsion system cannot be judged
23

"as good as" hr "better than" another propulsion system
unless "the systems are compared for a particular mission.
For a Navy ship the primary mission of the propulsion
system is to move a given pay load over a given distance
at a required speed. Simple comparison of one propulsion
system to another is not sufficient. The overall impact
of each system on a given ship must be determined.
Since, in most cases, the propulsion system has the largest
single impact on the total ship, the propulsion plant
becomes a major factor in final ship size, cost and pay
load.^ ' The sizeable volume and weight required for
a propulsion plant and its fuel over shadows all other
volume and weight requirements in a Navy ship. Not only
is the magnitude large, but a feature unique to the
propulsion system requires space which cannot be split
up or scattered throughtout the ship, and in most cases
it occupies the prime space in the ship. ' For the
above reasons, a ship with a conventional propulsion
system was needed for propulsion system comparison^. Such
a baseline ship was found in the DD963 class ship. The
selection was based on the following primary conisideratiom
The best lightweight prime movers for the superconducting
system are gas turbines; therefore, the baseline ship
should be gas turbine powered.
The selection of the DD963 as the baseline ship was
2k

governed by the fact that it is the only totally gas
turbine powered ship in the U.S. Navy about which a good
deal of specifications and information has been published.
The basic characteristics of the DD963 are contained in
Table 1.1. ^'"^^ ^-^^^ The power plant weights by BSCI
(12^
subgroups are shown in Table 1.2.^ ' The discrepancy
between weight group 2 in Table 1.1 and the propulsions
plant total weight in Table 1.2 can probably be attribu-
ted to two different authors assigning individual aux-
iliary equipment weights to different weight groups.
For a comparison of propulsion systems to be
based on a computer synthesis model, the volume and
weight associated with the remaining ship functions
must be held constant. The items to be held constant
are BSCI weight groups 3,^,5i6 and 7. (see Table 1.1 for
definition of BSCI weight groups) . The full load loads
will be allowed to change only to the extent required
by changes in fuel dictated by the respective power
plants. Weight group 1 will change by the amount
required to compensate for different propulsion plant
sizes and the different fuel requirements associated with
each propulsion plant. With the above criteria being
observed throughout the computer simulations, the re-
sultant weight and volume changes will be due only to





















529 ft. water line, 563.3 ft. overall
55 ft.
^
29 ft. (navigational) 19 ft. (hull)
30 knots
Approximately 78OO Long Tons (fully loaded)
Approximately 18 officers 232 enlisted men
^ LM2500 Gas turbine engines
80,000 shp
2 shafts, 2 Controllable Pitch Propellers
3 Gas turbine driven generators
2-5"
. 5^ caliber guns
1 ASROC 8 Tube Launcher
2 ASW Torpedo Mounts-Triple barrel
Fire Control, Surface Search and Air









Light Ship (W/0 Margin)
Margin



















BSCI NO . SUBGROUP DESCRIPTION
201 Propulsion Units
203 Shafting, Bearings & Propellers
204 Combustion Air Supply Systems
205 Uptakes(Smoke pipes)
206 Propulsion Control Equip.
210 Fuel Oil Service System
211 Lubricating Oil System
250 Propulsion Repair Parts












Dry Weights of Principal Propulsion Components
COMPONENTS NO. PER SHIP
Propulsion Gas Turbines 4
Propulsion Reduction Gears, Inc.Ace* 2




CRP Propeller Hyd.Oil Power Module
CRP Propeller Oil Dist. Box
Line Shaft Bearings
Prop.GT Enclosure Cooling Fans
IR Suppression Booster Pumps
FO Service Booster Pumps
LO Service Pumps
Prop GT Lube Oil Storage &
Conditioning Assembly k
Prop GT Free Standing Electronics
Enclosures 2
Total


























propulsion plant can be based between two ships identical
in mission performance with differences only in propulsion
plant size, weight and operating charcteristics.
Vrfith this data as input, a ship synthesis model
(Ik)
computer program^ was used to simulate each of the
different propulsion systems and resultant ship. A
sample output of this computer program is shown in :
Appendix H. ;
It soon became evident that the DD963 would not
fit directly into the ship synthesis model without some
"bias" being fed into the computer program. The synthesis
model is based on all past design practices and limita-
tions; the DD963 is based upon a present and new design
philosophy. ^'
The DD963 is a very spacious and roomy ship by any
design standards. When the DD963 specifications were
fed into the computer model, it generated a ship 900 long
tons lighter than and 100,000 cubic feet of internal
volume smaller than the actual DD963. This is due primarily
to the DD963 being a weight limited ship with excess
volume available for all shipboard functions. The "bias"
had to be fed into the computer program to include this
excess volume in the simulated ships.
During the comparison of the electric propulsion
system to the mechanical propulsion system, care had to
28

be taken not to lose this excess volume when the electric
propulsion was inserted into the program. Loss of this
excess volume would give a false indication of the
desirablility of the electric propulsion systme due to
a much smaller volume requirement for propulsion machinery. |
As a check to ensure that none of this excess volume f
was lost or misplaced by the computer program, the decision
was made to make two comparisons of the electric propulsion
system and the mechanical propulsion system. This will
indicate if a volume saving is due to the electric pro-
pulsion system or if it is due to the tightening up of
a loose design.
The first comparison is to be made between DD963S .
with the excess volume as simulated in the computer with
bias included in the program. The second comparison
is to be made between DD963S as simulated on the computer
based on past design limits where no excess volume is to
be found. If the same relative volume and weight changes
are observed in both comparisons, it would be a good
I
indication that resultant weight and volume savings, (as I
simulated in the computer) , of the electric propulsion
system based on the actual DD963 would indeed be a realized
saving and not a false indication of volume reduction.
The DD963 is limited in weight,with any weight decrease
bringing about an improvement in overall ship chsuracteristics.
29

The big advantage in the electric propulsion system is
the weight savings due to decreased fuel and propulsion
plant weight c The actual results of these comparisons
can be found in Chapter 5i with sample computer outputs






Once the prime mover and the transmission system
have been selected the next design step is the selection
of the basic propulsion plant configuration. At this
point, the physical location of the individual pieces of
equipment within the ship is not critical. The importance
lies in how the power is to be passed from one unit to

































loss. A straight conversion of the DD963 power plant to
electric propulsion is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The four gas turbines are "of type" LM-2500 configured
in an enclosed module for marine installation. The
enclosed module provides engine cooling, sound attenuation,
internal lighting, view windows, and fire extinguishing
capability. Output power is via two flexible couplings
connected directly to the input shaft of the superconduct-
ing generator. The characteristics of the gas turbine
are given in Table 2.1. The performance characteristics























26 ft. 6 in.
9 ft. in.
9 ft. 6 in.
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The power out of each gas turbine is transmitted
directly to a 20,000 HP superconducting generator. The
operating characteristics and dimensions of the generator
are shown in Chapter ^. The output frequency of the
generator will be 60 HZ when the turbine is at 3600 RPM
(full power) , and 30 HZ when the turbine is at 1800 RPM
(min. operating speed of power turbine), see Fig. 2.3* At
turbine speeds between I8OO-3600 RPM, this frequency
change will directly control the speed of the motor and
hence the propeller speed.
The switching power control unit produces one of the
big advantages of an electric propulsion system over a
conventional mechanical system. In the mechanical system,
any given gas turbine is physically connected to a specific
propeller. In the electric system, any gas turbine-genera-
tor can be connected to either propeller. At low speeds,
this can result in great fuel savings, as both propellers
can be driven by one gas turbine. A single gas turbine
operating at higher power is much more fuel economical
than two turbines operating at a lower power rating. In
Fig. 2.2, one turbine providing 17,000 HP has an SFC of
Ak5 Ib/hp-hr at 3000 RPM, while two turbines providing
17,000 HP (8, 500 HP each) have an SFC of .56 Ib/hp-hr at
2300 RPM. This works out to be a savings of 1955 Ib/hr.
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propulsion system. A detailed breakdown of overall
savings are given in Chapter 6.
The control unit performs several important functions.
The most important is providing the necessary reversibility
of the propeller by controlling the direction of rotation
of the superconducting motor. In addition to controlling
the direction of the motor, the control unit can also
control the speed of the motor. Speed control is accompl-
ished by controlling the frequency of the electrical power
to the motor. A possible method of propeller control
for propeller speeds of 85 to I70 RPMs, would be the
control unit employing a fixed frequency reduction and
the speed of the propeller being controlled directly by
the speed of the gas turbine (I8OO-36OO RPM) and the
electrical outinat of the generator (30 to 60 HZ). At
propeller speeds of 30 to 85 RPMs, the control unit
would control the speed of the motor by using a variable
frequency reduction. For this range of propeller RPM,
the gas turbine would be held at a constant speed with
the generator delivering power at a constant frequency.
In this example, the control unit controls both the speed
and direction of the propeller. Examples of different
control units have been proposed.^ 1 \ji \ji \i
1
In basic design, there is no difference between
a motor and a generator. Superconducting motors are
36

very similar to the superconducting generators. The major
difference being, the motors are ^0,000 HP each at 200 RPM
maiximum design speed, where the generators are only
20,000 HP each at 36OO RPM maximum design speed.
Last in propulsion is the propeller which delivers
the output of the motor to the water. The controllable-
reversible-pitch propeller presently on the DD963 can
be replaced by fixed pitch propellers, which provides a
higher effeciency. See Table 2.2.
CRP FIXED PITCH
Rated Power 40,000 HP 40,000 HP
Rating RPM I68 RPM I70 RPM
Effeciency(open water) 70^ 73^
Diameter 17 ft. 17 ft.
No. of Blades 5 5
Hub Ratio .30 .17
Expanded Area Ratio .75 •75
Weight 23.4 L Tons 18 L Tons
PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS
Table 2.2
The cryogenic refridgeration system is not shown in
Fig. 2.1 , but it is an essential part of the propulsion
system. The best configuration at present is to have one
refridgeration system per electric motor, and at least
37

one system per two electric generators. With crossr
connect piping installed, this will provide the required
reliability without excessive redundancy in the cryogenic
systems.
Chapter 3 contains the design of the superconducting
motors and generators described in the above propulsion
system. The remainder of the electrical transmission




DESIGN OF SUPERCONDUCTING MACHINE
3.1 Introduction
An optimization design program for the basic electri-
cal design of superconducting generators and motors, has
been used in this thesis, see Appendix A for computer
program listing. This computer program optimizes the
machine by seeking a design which minimizes a total "cost
function", which is a function of machine weight, dimensions
and operating characteristics. The operation of the
optimization program and the bulk of the subroutine CF
can be found in KIRTLEY et. al.^^^^^^ The portion of
the subroutine CF which computes the damper stress and
thickness is from a thesis by Furuyama. ' A detailed
development of the mathematical equations and theory
abstracted here, can be found in these previous works.
The function of the computer program is to select
an optimum design of a superconducting generator or motor
for a machine of a given physical configuration and horse-
power rating. An initial set of dimensions is assumed
for the machine. The computer program, using this
initial guess as a starting point, attempts to design
a machine that provides the required horsepower, with
the least weight, smallest dimensions and least internal
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power loss based on a set of rules.
The program is based on an optimization approach.
For each trial design, a single number, called a "penali-
zed cost" is generated. The program attempts to find a
design for which this "penalized cost" function is a
minimum. To accomplish this, it searches over the values
of seven machine dimensions and the value of field current,
see Table 3«-l-' The cost function is the product of two
numbers:
1. The "cost" is the sum of material weights.
2. Penalty functions are established for
several variables that will have values
that are either acceptable or not acceptable.
The penalty functions have very large values
when their associated variables are unaccept-
able. The penalty functions are multiplied
together and then multiplied by the "cost"
to form the "penalized cost" . Penalty
functions exist for:
































See eq. 3*91 for the generation of the penalty functions.
The optimization approach works by taking each of
the eight search variables separately, and attempting to
find a local minimum of the value returned by CF for
each variable. Three calls to CF are made for each
variable, with the value of the variable incremented
twice by a fixed value:
Y^ = CF(Vq) (3.1)
Yg = CF(Vq + T^ DV) (3.2)
Yj = CF(V^ + 2 X T^ X DV) (3-3)
A second order curve of the following form, when fit to
these three points
Y(V) = aV^ + bV + C (3.^)
will have as its postition of zero slope
3Yi - ^Y + Y,
- " T DV = 1—= --
w^^ 2Y, - iJ-Y^ + 2Y,
V' = V + r—
=
2_ C3o)V v_ x...m ov^
_ /^Yg ^
This resulting position will be a minimum of that second
order curve if the second derivative of Y with respect
to V is greater than zero
3V2
^1-^3 "2= Y, + Y. - 2Y_>0 (3.6)
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The optimization routine then selects the "optimum"
machine design based on the penalty functions generated
in subroutine CF, which is fit to the curve of eq. (2.^)
to find the minimum "cost" times "penalty". Following
is a summary of the calculations performed in the main
subroutine CF.
3.2 Subroutine CF
Subroutine CF utilizes two subroutines, CS and CM,
which calculate the geometric parameters used in the
.
inductance expressions.
The optimization variables or search variables, (see
Table 3.I)
R™. is field inner radius
T, „ is field thickness




G, is damper-to-armature gap
T, is armature thicknessha
G is armature-to-core gap
3.S
I^ is field current density
Table 3.1
are passed into CF through the vector V, which is the
only argument into CF from the optimization program.
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With the exception of the values of V and the returned
value of CF, which is the penalized cost CF, all other
variables used by CF are fully self-contained within
the subroutine. All other values generated by CF and
passed to the output are the optimum machine dimensions
and characteristics.
3.2.1 Machine Length and Synchronous Reactance
The calculation of machine length and synchronous
reactance is generalized by an arbitrary number of armature
phases and the inclusion of an armature winding factor.
This calculation is complicated because of a voltage drop
in synchronous reactance over the unknown machine length,
and by the effect of the end turns. The machine rating
in volt-amperes is given by:
VA= Nj^^V^I^ (3.7)
rating in volt-amperes
the number of armature phases
phase voltage (RMS)
phase current (RMS)










E„ is internal voltage
M is field-armature mutual inductance,
given by eq. (3.13)
I« is field current
M is electrical angular frequency
The relationship of E„ to V. can be obtained from the






Lon as a Generator
i
Figure 1^2
The law of cosines is applied to the above diagram to
yield:
e/ = Y^^ + x^^I^^ + 2V^x^I^ sin^ (3-9)
^5

where x. is machine synchronous reactance in ohms:
N^
(3.10)
and ^' is power factor angle. L is the phase self -induct-
ance, given by eq. (3.1^). By dividing and then rearrang-
ing eq.(3.9) by E„ , the ratio between terminal voltage
and internal voltage is obtained:
^f ^
1 2 2 ,1 - x„ cos f
a






is the synchronous inductance normalized to internal
voltage. The two inductances used here are:
M =
32 A.M.N N^ sin(-^) sin(^)(l-yP^2)
'a''o"a"f


































active length for mutual coupling
active length for self-inductance
permeability of free space
number of armature turns
number of field winding turns
armature phase winding angle
field winding angle
armature radius ratio x =
field radius ratio y =
field outer radius
armature outer radius
the mutual coupling coefficient see eq.(3.30)
the number of Pole pairs
the self-inductance coefficient see eq.(3.31)
the armature winding factor
"ai
Rfo
The field and armature currents are related to current
densities by:












Now, substituting eqs. (3.8) , (3.11) . (3-13) . (^-l^) » (3.15)





2 2l-x„ cos ^ - x„ sm^
nI a ^ a.
(3.17)
where
8N, P^-2^o 2+P ^ 2-P
^P
=
'(^a-'-'c Vf'l-y"^ '"fo '^'ao m
^ wa
e.










Substituting eqs. (3. 8), (3- 10) ,(3.13). and (3.1^) into
eq.(3.12) yields:
^a = ^i 1
oa (3.19)
where






The effect of end turns on self-inductance can be
represented by:





The end turn correction length a is postulated to be:
A =
R + R .
ao ai ^f -^ Rfi
^hfH u (3.22)
In this equation k, . is used to describe different end
turn forms and the factor k, „ is used to assign part of
the end region to mutual coupling.



















=Ja^ - x^^(a+P)^cos^^ - x^(a+p)sin^ (3.25)
_
a






Eq.(3'25) can be solved for a:
a= a+Ja^+ 1+ 2x^Psin^ + x^^p^ (3.28)
where
a =
X. P + X. sini^
1 - X,'
(3.29)
Per-unit synclironous reactance based on terminal voltage
is then determined to be:
^d
=
i 3.2.2 Geometric Coefficient C and C
^ m s
The geometric coefficient C is calculated by the
subroutine CM, with arguments p,x and w. For mutual





= •i(-ln X + 4(l-x^)w^) if p = 2
'm 8
Cm = if p / 2 (3.30)
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The geometric coefficient C is calculated by CS with
the arguments p,x and w for self inductance.
C = x^^lofi X ^ 1^ ^ (l;x^^ ^4
s T^ * ^16 ' ^ i^ P =
(2-p)itxI^2^ 3xP+ 2(|^)(l-x2+P)2
C = _£LE w^iP if p ^r 2
(3.31)
The above procedure is used for the self- inductance
of all windings, by substituting appropriate parameters
for X and w.
Overall lengths for the damper and field winding
are computed in the same fashion as for the armature
.
Bearing length is assumed to be damper length plus the
length of the thermal distance pieces. The thermal
distance piece length LTH, is an input constant.
3.2.3 Effective Current Density
As stated, the armature conductors are not aligned
with the axis of the machine; therefore, the axial com-
ponent of the current which produces the interaction is
found by:
Jah = Ja °°^ ^h (3.32)
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where J is the total current density in the helical
path, and 6, is the helix angle:
T ttR .
-1 ai
e^ = tan " —
^
(3.33)
If X. is computed according to eq.(3.20) and using
total current density J , the internally based synchronous
reactance will be found to be:




where A is given by eq.(3'22).








3.2.k Transient and Subtransient Electrical Parameters





The equation for L„ is the same as eq.(3.1^) for L with
the substitution of y for x, R« for R and 9^^.^ for









Subtransient reactance is given by:




^a^of C^tp.x.w) C^(p.z,Rj^^/j^ )
&)'''(l-zP^2)2
*^ao (3.38)
The dynamic performance of superconducting machines is
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a very important aspect of the overall machine design.
This is brought about by a conflict between adequate
IJ
rotor shielding, which requires a high rotor conductivity
and a damping of rotor swings, which requires a lower
conductivity. The damper time constant T and the
armature time constant T_ axe given by:
a
^s = I '^o^ko^^ko - ^ki^ ^k^l + ^kiA, 5 "^ (3.39)ko
T_ =
2^0 si^'(V) Va^ao' ^s^P'^'^oA^^Va ^a"
ne^^^(l-x2)
(3.^0)
The open-circuit subtransient time constant is:
(3.41)
3.2.5 Field Current Rise
An estimate must be made of transient field current
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resulting after a fault or short circuit. The value
calculated here, corresponding to majcimum field current
during a critical swing, is used later to determine if
the field current is within limits.
Two assumptions are made to simplify the calculations:
1. Field flvix is constant over the period of
the swing.
2. There is no shielding of the field for
this transient.
E„ is voltage behind synchronous reactance corres-







correspond to the fault condition






fo Efo ^d + X,
cos6 + 1 (3.^2)
i The initial torque angle is found hy:
6q = sin






The values of E„ and Veo are found froin the following
expressions:
^fo^ = \^ + ^Vt^^ -* 2 x^I^V^ sin^ . {3.kk)
yJ = Y^2 ^ (x£l^)2 - 2 Xgl^V^ sin^ (3.45)
3.2.6 Torque Tube Thickness
The inner member of the rotor is a heavy-walled
cylinder called the torque tube. The primary requirement
on the torque tube is that the stresses be kept below
the yield stress of the material. This yield criterion
is necessary in order to avoid any fatigue failures or
changes in dimensions which could result in a mechanic-
ally unbalanced rotor.
The computer program attempts to estimate the
thinnest torque tube that will take the worst-case
fault torque duty. During a fault, the radial forces
generated will force the torque tube into an out of
round condition. All circumferentially dependent loads
are averaged and treated as uniformly distributed forces.











, T Ik ^3.^7)
'
-^^bo - ^bi )
and tensile centrifugal stress
Oq = -^ P - bo bi -2 y^ r
(3.^8)
I
where r is the radius:
inner radius of torque tube
outer radius of torque tube
mass density for torque tube
Pcisson's ratio for torque tube
torque
The computer program tests the maximum stress
eq.(3.46) at the inner and outer radii of the torque
tube. It compares the larger of the two stresses with
the stress limits which are an input to the program. The








•^-* lim max lim (3.^9)
If the maximum stress is not within these limits, the
program computes a new value of inner torque tube radius
divided by the outer torque tube radius which is a ratio
of torque tube thickness and then recomputes the maximum
stress limits.
If eq.(3.47) is not satisfied after 250 tries, the
I
programm assumes a solid shaft and computes the maximum
stress in this shaft. The maximum stress level t^„„
I max
it




The damper is a thin conducting cylinder located
at the outermost diameter of the rotor. The principal
functions of this damper shield are to shield the super-
'i conducting field winding from alternating magnetic
fields and to damp the mechanical oscillation of the
rotor. In the event of a terminal fault, the damper
has to withstand the strong crushing and torque loads.
These loads must be computed in order to insure adequate
thickness of the damper. The force per unit area on the






In a magnetic field, where H is the radial component
and the tangential components inside and outside the
cylinder are H.. and H.^ respectively. '
W 1 oO
The magnitude of the fundamental component of the
tangential field at the damper due to the average rms
gurmature current density J is given by:
K. = ^ en
IT
e.
• / wae \ Dsin(-2-)
^ao




The tangential field at the angle 6 outside the damper
due to the armature current immediately afte^ a fault is;








The taiigential field inside the damper due to the rated
armature current, which is not affected by the fault,
is given by:
H = ^ on
0.
6aO TT sin(-^)R Jao ar 1-X4- ^(i_x3)(_aO)
— , mi_
:os(wt +J2('- e+^-f) (3.5^)
The tangential field at the damper, due to the field
\ current, which is constant before and immediatley after
the fault is:
9 ffo,3
«ef = 5; =in(^)R.(^>^(i-y3)
S
cos(wt + 0' - e + cr)
U mi _i 'f
(3.55)
The current in the damper is induced so that the radial
component of the total field is kept constant before and
after the fault. Immediately after the fault, the field















Adding up these components, the total tangential
field outside the damper immediatley after a fault is
obtained.
eo ea 0s of (3.57)
The total tangential field for the inside is:
"ei " "ef * "eao (3.58)
! To obtain the maximum value of a , it is assumed that the
maximum a occurs when the traveling wave (sum of three




as the standing wave (cos(0'-e) terms in eq.(3.57).
a^ = a , + a - cos 2{0 - Q + y)rl r2 (3.59)
where
6^1 = "T^"^^ - ^^ -
^^^ (3.60)
*r2 T' (f2 _ 5)2 ^ p2^ ^ 4E^D^
Y = -i tan"^
ZED




A = H^^ sin^+ — 2 + ^f °os 6 (3.62)
mi
B = H^^ cos^ + H^ sin 6 (3.63)
2H
C = V-2 ^3.6/.)
mi
D = Hg^Q cosCtan"-'- | + ^ ) - H^sin(tan"-'- | - 6)
(3.65)
E = -H^^ sln(tan"-'- | + "^ ) - H^cos(tan"^ I " ^^
(3.66)
I
F = -Ja^ + B^ - C (3.67)
M = ^ (cos« - ^) (3.68)2 TT \^ /
For concentrated radial force as shown in Fig. 3.3,
the radial displacement u and the bending moment M are
given by:
2
2 ^ EI (3.09;ds^ R^ ^-^
where M is found from eq.(3.68). For the bending stresses:
6 _ M _ PR / „^ 2n /^ „„>












The deflection is then solved:
PR"^ PR PR
" "" dEI - Wi " ^^^" - Iffil COS a (3.71)
For the distributed load as shovm in Fig. 3.4, the
! deflection at angle « is:
u(«) =-5-^-^0— COS 2« (3.72)
i . -•
r where t is the thickness of the damper.
ji
The bending stress in Fig. 3-4 is then given by:
r
2a^9 R^
a^= -^— cos 2« (3.73)
i Adding the deflection and the stress due to the centri-
;;
fugal force and the uniform magnetic force to eqs.(3.72)
and(3.73) "the total deflection and stress are obtained.
a , R 2a„p R^ P P
Sotal = - ^T- + -^2 °°^ 2« + P.-2 j^2 (3^^^j
a_i R^ %2 ^^ pr3«.2




Using eq.(3.7^)i "the thickness t of the damper can
I
be calculated such that the msLximuin allowable stress and
deflection will not be exceeded during a terminal fault.
3.2.8 Negative Sequence Losses
j
Negative sequence currents in the stator produce a
magnetic field distribution which rotates in a sense
opposite that of the rotor. Since the damper is a good
shield, it excludes this magnetic field from the rotor
and must match this field at its surface. The magnetic
'
field at the surface of the rotor is given by:
sin(^) R P-1 R_2-P p(2+p)
, - T T ^
"""^ 2 ^ ^^ko ^^ao y^^'y^ "aox





The current density in the damper is:
The negative sequence loss in the damper is then given
hy:
•^k^ ^wke \o^^l-2^) a










3.2.9 Armature Losse s
Conduction losses in the armature are calculated by:
J 2
^a = i± ^ae Va \o' ^l"^") C . ^3-80)
a a '^
3.2.10 Field at Shield Radius
This is the radial magnetic flux density at the
inner radius, R , of the stator core:







The core outer radius is then found by using the
magnetic flux density and the inner radius:
^so = ^s ^1 ^ B^) ^3.82)
smax^
3.2.11 Field at an Inner Corner of Field Winding
The highest field intensity is assumed to occur at




adjacent to pole faces. The radial and azimuthal fields
are calculated by:
«r = § »n ^i^^f ^fe) ^3.83)
«e =^"n^°-(f ^fe) ^3.84)
where
2J„ 2+np ^^ ,
«n = v^ IT- ^fi y "^ V^p-y'^foA ^ ^^-^^^
The maximum field intensity is then:
".ax =J«r'-^V '3-8«
,
3.2.12 Rotor Critical Speed
I The rotor is assumed to be a beam of constant stiff-
I
ness and mass, simply supported at both ends for the
purpose of estimating rotor first-critical speed. The
first critical frequency is then:
(3.87)V = 9.875 EI
kr'«
^^j, is bearing length
M is mass per unit length
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It is further assumed that the only stiffness is
provided by the torque tube:
I = ? (^fi ~ ^bi ) (3.88)
The mass per unit length includes the entire rotor
which consist of the torque tube , field windings , hoop
binding material for field winding, shield and damper.
The length is assumed tc be the bearing length J^-u^,.
3.2.13 Stator Core Losses . ,
'
It has been assumed that all of the core is operat-
ing at roughly a uniform flux density, and hence a uni-
form loss density.
P = M P (3.89)




core is the total core mass
P is dissipation per unit mass
m JT JT
Core dissipation per unit mass is estimated to be a









B „ is core flux limitsmax
P is dissipation per unit Tnass when the
core is operating at its limiting
flux density
Y reflects the rate of change of loss
with flux density
All the above, except for B , are input variables.
3.2.14 Cost Function
The non-penalized cost is the cost of the machine
in weight. The weight includes the support tube, damper,
armature windings, field winding, iron in the core and
binding m-aterial. A weight loss in KG/watt is also found.
3.2.15 Penalty Functions
The cost of the machine , such as weight , current
losses or stresses is modified by multiplying by a set




Q is quantity being penalized
Q. is the maximum limit for that quantity
This quantity is close ±0 1 for values of Q less than
Qji , but becomes very large for values of Q greater than
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The fie Id- current- limit penalty function is slightly
different. The extiemes of magnetic field and current
density in the field winding are H^^ eq.(3.86) and Jf-Ifn
eq.(3'^2). This combination must be compared to the
H-J curve. The magnetic field-current density curve
is approximated by a six-segment piece-wise-linear curve
as shown in Fig. 3' 5- The data representing this curve
is input at two five-element vectors, one representing





If H is greater than H, , the field-current-limit




falls between the values of H, and H^, the computer
program does a direct linear interpolation to find the
critical current density J. If H is less than H-
,
the critical current density is set to J- .
The final penalized cost function CF , is the product
of the cost and all of the penalty functions. This is
the value returned ty CF to the optimization main program.
The value of CF is used as a figure of merit for each
i
different machine iteration. The machine selected by the
f






Chater 1 has covered the basic machinery configuration
of the electric propulsion system. The actual design
of the superconducting machine is described in Chapter 3.
The "optimized" electric machines and the associated sub-
systems necessary to complete the entire propulsion
system will be discussed here.
The output of the optimization program is an "optimum
machine" only for one particular set of assumptions as to
machine design requirements and costs. The fixed inputs
common to both the generator and the motor are given in
Appendix F. The initial guess for the search vsu^iables
or optimization variables sire shown in Appendix D. The
combination of these inputs yield the optimized generator
design and motor design described in Sections k.2 and 4.3
of this chapter. The requirements of the machines described
in sections 4.2 and 4.3 are then used to determine the
characteristics of the remaining subsystems in Section
4.4.
4.2 Superconducting Generator
The first step of the electric propulsion system
design process was the design of a 20,000 HP 3,600 RPM
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synchronous generator driven by 20,000 HP gas turbines.
A summary of the results are shown in Table ^.1. The
detailed computer output results are contained in
Appendix B.
' i
All of the machine dimensions, machine volume and
J
the weight of active parts are computed by the computer
program. A steel outer shell for machine structure
support was included as additional weight and volume,
resulting in the total machine volume and weight. (The
computer program did not compute the outer shell character-
istics. Provisions can be made at a later date to include
this in the program.) The steel outer shell was assumed
to be one-half inch thick (.012? M) plus the structural
supports required to mount the machine to a foundation.
The end bells were assumed to be 3/^ inch thick steel




Using these new dimensions, the new volume is calculated
to be 1.1 M^ and the new total weight is ^309.2 KG. The |
I
weight of 4309.2 KG also takes into account the weight 1
of the generator feet and steel supports necesssury to
mount the machine to its foundation.
4.3 Superconducting Motor
The next output of the optimization design procedure




A SUMMARY OF RESULTS
FOR
A 20.000 HP GENKKATOR
Table 4.1
» ..
Mechanical Rating 20,107 HP
Electrical Rating 15 MVA
Mechanical Speed 3.600 RPM
Number of Poles 2
Active Length .69 M 27.2 IN
Overall Length 1.52 M 59.9 IN
Field Winding Inside Diameter .19 M 7.7 IN
Outside Diameter .25 M 9.8 IN
Armature Winding Inside Diameter .43 M 16.9 IN
Outside Diameter .62 M 24.4 IN
Iron Shield Inside Diameter .e>7 M 26.4 IN
Outside Diameter .92 M 36.2 IN
Machine Volume 1.01 M^ 35.7 FT^
Weight of Active Parts 3.175.4 KG 3.1 T
Total Machine Volume 1.1 M^ 38.8 FT^
Shell .EndBells , Bearings
Structural Support
&
1,133.8 KG .9 T






summary of the results for the 40,000 HP motor are shown
in Table 4.2. The detailed computer output for the motor
is contained in Appendix G.
The dimensions of the active machine psurts are
computed by the optimization program, while the weight
and volume of the steel structural shell and the weight
of the motor feet were added to the computer output to
produce the total machine weight and volume. For the
motor, the steel outer shell was assumed to be 3/^ inches
thick and the end bells 1 inch thick. The structural
support of the motor is heavier than that for the generators
because the motor must support the high torque loads
associated with the propeller providing thrust to move
the ship through the water.
The summary of results for the 30,000 HP motor are
shown in Table 4.3. The 30,000 HP motor was designed
when it became necessary to reduce the size of the ship's
propulsion plant from 80,000 shaft horsepower to 60,000
shaft horsepower. Chapter 5 Sections 5 •3*1 arid 5. 3*
2
explain why the installed shaft horsepower was reduced.
The total machine weight and volume were computed in the
same manner as that for the 40,000 HP motor. The computer
output for the 30,000 HP motor is contained in Appendix D.
4.4 Subsystems of Superconducting Machinery
Cryogenic refrigeration systems are necessary to
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A SUMMARY OF RESULTS
FOR









Field Winding Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
i! Armature Winding Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Iron Shield Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Machine Volume












1.51 M 59.4 IN
2.35 M 92.4 IN
.86 M 34.0 IN
.93 M 36.4 IN
1.11 M 43.7 IN
1.46 M 57.4 IN
1.52 M 59.9 IN
1.73 M 68.2 IN
5.52 M^ 195.3 FT^
13.394.13 KG 13.2 T
6.01 M^ 212.8 FT^
1948 . 17 KG 1.9 T







A SUMMARY OF RESULTS
FOR








Field Winding Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Armature Winding Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Iron Shield Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Machine Volume
Weight of Active Psirts
Total Machine Volume
Shell .EndBells, Bearings &
Structural Support








1.19 M 46.85 IN
2.01 M 79.1 IN
.79 M 30.94 IN
.86 M 33.86 IN
1.05 M 41.15 IN
1.40 M 55.1 IN
1.46 M 57.56 IN
1.67 M 65.71 IN
4.68 M^ 165.6 FT^
10.577.7 KG 10.4 T
4.68 M^ 165.6 FT^
1,689.2 ]fCG 1.6 T






provide the helium for super-cooling the previously
designed motors and generators. A diagram of a sample
refrigerator/liquefier system is shown in Figure 4.1.
The liquefier produces liquid helium which is stored in
!the liquid accumulator. The liquid helium is piped
lirectly from the liquid accumulator to the superconducting
|field winding where it provides the necessary cooling by
expanding back into a vapor. The returning helium vapor
from the field winding passes through a precooler in the
Liquefier, increasing the overall cycle effeciency. At
present, most of the high capacity helium refrigeration
units in use have been constructed for fixed installations,
where weight and size are of secondary importance. The
fixed installation type of compressors are a low-speed
I
reciprocating compressor of bulky construction. They
generally require massive foundations because of the
reciprocating loads. Machinery of this size is totally
unacceptable for shipboeird use, where weight and size are
at a premium.
The rotary compressor is a new entry to the field
of helium refrigeration systems which will overcome the
disadvantages of the reciprocating compressors. At
present, there is not a great deal of information concern-
ing high capacity rotary units. Experiments at MIT and













































weight and operating characteristics of the rotary com-
pressor necessary to supply the cooling requirements of
the motors and generators designed in this thesis.
The cooling requirement for the superconducting
machines is an input to the program. This input, RP, is
a penalty function for cryogenic refrigeration based on
specific power consuption (watts input per watt at 4.2° K)
.
Based on experience at MIT, the value of RP is assumed to
be 1000. Using this value for specific power consumption
of watts/watt cooling capacity, the required capacity in
watts for the helium refrigerator can be determined. '
Capacity Weight Volume
10 watts 2000 lb. lOO ft^
A refrigeration unit of the above dimensions would
be used to supply the cooling requirements for one super-
conducting machine. Four generators and two motors would
then require the use of six refrigerators of 10 watt
capacity. Cross-connect capabilities could also be
included as a backup for each system. If the liquefier/
refrigerator system for one of the superconducting machines
should suffer a breakdown, the appropriate cross-connects
could be made and the unit in question would be cooled





Marine cable systems used for connecting main
generators to the main propulsion motors are sized for the
allowable losses caused by joule effects. Cable weight
can be a significant component in electrical propulsion
systems. The cable weight depends on the voltage, current
and allowable resistance per length. The advantage of
ac propulsion systems over dc propulsion systems is that
significantly higher voltages can be used. Higher voltage
systems require a lighter cable, which is important in
systems requiring minimum weight and volume propulsion
machinery.
Cables for ac propulsion systems have been studied
to show the relationship between weights and losses.
These studies indicate that a light-weight cable system
is possible with air-cooled cables, see Table ^,^.
The results in Table 4.4 are based on an allowable voltage
drop of 9.8 V/lOO ft. The area shown in Table 4.4 is
(J
the total copper cross-section area necessary to carry
the 3-phase current at the given voltage. A 6900 volt
system was used to produce the lightest weight cabling
system. At 6900 volts, the maximum current will be
1,260 amps and the msucimum transmission loss will be 28 KW






2.100 A 1.56 in^
6900 v_ 1.260 A 1.0i+ in^
Weight Loss
6 lb/ft i^5 KW/lOO ft
ii- lb/ft 28 KW/lOO ft
For a 3-phase ac system, three conductors of the
combined size and weight given above must be used to
transmit power from the generators to the motors. This
works out for a single conductor to be .384 inches in
diameter and 1.33 lbs/ft. The weight of the conductor
is further increased by about 40 percent with the addition
of surmor, lead shield and insulation. Each conductor
is also surrounded by a 4 inch conduit which provides
forced-air cooling and an added margin of insulation.
If this conduit were constructed out of aluminum, it
would weigh approximately .62 lb/ft for each conductor.
Adding all of the weight together results in a total
j]
weight for the three conductors of 7.46 lb/ft.
4.4.2 Switch Gear and Control Units
There is very little information on full scale
switch gear such as would be used on shipboard with
superconducting electric machinery. Most of the techno-
logical work performed to date has been on laboratory
size machinery, the results of which can be used to
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predict the size and weight of the full scale machinery.
The product of one such study by Rains ^^ indicates
that the switch gear will weigh approximately 2.9 tons
and occupy approximately 600 ft-^. The switch gear and
control units consist of the actual switching mechanism
which controls the direction of the motor and an electric
converter which controls the speed of the motor. The
electronic converter will most likely be of the cyclo-
converter type. A cycloconverter is a solid state device
that converts three-phase fixed frequency power to three-
phase vfiuriable frequency power. The frequency of the
output power from the cycloconverter directly controls
the speed of the motor. A cycloconverter of sufficient
power rating to accomodate a ^0,000 HP motor will weigh
approximately 3*9 tons and require 200 ft^. Two cyclo-
converters and the switch gear will occupy 1000 ft-^ and
weigh approximately 10.7 tons. This study also indicates
that there will be 19.2 tons of miscellaneous equipment





COMPARISON OF ELECTRIC DRIVE WITH
MECHANICAL DRIVE FOR SHIP PROPULSION
5.1 Introduction
The size and weight of the machinery components
required to convert the propulsion plant to electric
machinery were calculated in Chapter Four. In this
chapter, these components will be combined with the re-
mainder of the propulsion machinery to predict the result-
ant size and weight of the new electric propulsion system.
The new system will be compared to the old mechanical
drive system to measure the overall savings produced by
the superconducting electric propulsion system. The
comparison will be made for two different baseline ships
as described in Chapter One. The first being the Model
Baseline and the second the DD963 Baseline.
The Model Baseline is the DD963 as synthesized on
the ship synthesis model -^ without the excess volume |
present in the current DD963 design. The DD963 Baseline
is the DD963 as synthesized with all of the excess volume
included in the design. A brief description of the Ship
Synthesis Model for Naval Surface Ships, : along with
a sample input and program output is shown in Appendix H.








Max. Sustained Speed, knots 33.9 32.9
Sustained Speed SHP, horsepower 80,000 80,000
Endurance Speed, knots 20 20
Endurance Speed SHP, horsepower 10,5^8 11,^83
Length between perpendiculairs.ft. (LBP) 529 529








VCG Full Load, ft. 21.96 22.02
GM/B .10 .10
Average Depth, ft. 40.03 40.6?
Accomodations 298 298
KW Installed 6OOO 60OO
Full Load Displacement, tons( a) 6906 7885
Light Ship Displacement, tons 4936.7 5827
Variable Loads Vifeight, tons 1868.8 1959
WTGPl, tons 2465.2 3137-1




WTGP4, tons 207.4 250.
3
WTGP5, tons 569.1 739.8
WTGP6, tons 499.8 454.3
WTGP7, tons 159.2 159.2
Weight Margin, tons 100 100
Total Internal Volume, cu.ft.(v^) 945.470 1,013,880
Hull Volume, cu.ft.(Vj^) 761,020 772,581
Superstructure Volume, cu. ft. ( v^^) 184,449 241,298
Full Load Ship Density, Ibs/cu.ft. I6.36 17.42
Military Mission Volume , cu . ft
.
110,753 159.298
Personnel Volume, cu.ft. 251.990 251,990
Ship Ops Volume, cu.ft. 582,728 602,592
Payload Volume Fraction (VOL PAY/ v ) .12 .16
Personnel Volume Fraction(V0L PERS/ v ) .27 .25
Ships Ops Volume Fraction(V0L OPS/v ) .62 .59
Payload Weight Fraction (W PAY/ a ) .05 .05
Personnel Weight Fraction (W PERS/a) .04 .03
Ship Ops Weight Fraction (W OPS/ a ) .47 .44
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for each of these two ships.
In Table 5.1, Weight Groups 2 and 7 (WTGP2 and WTGP?)
are the same for both ships, because the same propulsion
plant (WTGP2) in type and horsepower and the same armament
(WTGP7) was specified for both ships. The volume (172,736
cu.ft.) and weight (789.2 tons) for WTGP2 will be used
as a baseline for estimating the new volume and weight of
WTGP2 with superconducting electric machinery. WTGP2 is
only one of several groups that comprise the entire Machinery
System. The remaining groups must also be examined for
changes resuluiting from a conversion to an electric
propulsion plant. See Appendix I for a complete listing
of the contents of each weight group.
The Machinery System is composed of the following:
Machinery Box
Uptakes
Shafting, Bearings and Propellers
Maneuvering
Ventilation










WEIGHT GROUP 2-PROPULSION (cont'd)
Fuel Oil Service Systems
Lubricating Oil System
Propulsion Operating Fluids
WEIGHT GROUP 3-ELECTRIC PLANT
Electric Power Generation
Power Distribution Switchboards
Electric Power Generator Fluids
WEIGHT GROUP 5-AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
Air-Conditioning Systems
Refrigerating Spaces, Plant & Equipment
Aviation Fuel & Lube Oil System, Sewage System
Compressed Air System
Auxiliary Steam, Exhaust Steam & Steam Drains
Distilling Plant
Auxiliary System Operating Fluids
WEIGHT GROUP 6-OUTFIT AND FURNISHINGS
,
Ladders & Gratings
1 Weight Groups 3,5 and 6 will not be directly affected by
the introduction of an electric propulsion system as none
I
of the machinery components for these groups will be
f
physically changed or replaced. The only changes will
come from secondary effects as a result of the physical
dimensions of the ship being modified to accomodate a
smaller and lighter weight propulsion system.
The uptakes will change is weight and volume only if
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the number or size of propulsion unit gas turbines are
changed, or if electric propulsion allows a major rearrange-
ment of the machinery spaces. The electric plant gas
turbine's requirements are also considered when sizing
the uptakes.
The propellers, shafting and bearings will be
directly affected by the modification to the electric
propulsion. The Controllable-Reversable Pitch (CRP)
propeller will be replaced by a lighter fixed pitch pro-
peller. Shafting and bearings will be greatly reduced,
as the electric motors will be coupled to the propellers
through significantly shorter shafts. The majority of
the weight for shafting and propellers and all of the
volume for separate shaft alleys will be eliminated.
Maneuvering is comprised of steering systems and
rudders which will not change for either ship when modi-
fied to electric propulsion. Maneuvering is a function
of ship size and will vary only slightly as ship volume
and displacement are changed when the propulsion system
is modified.
Table 5«2 shows the volume and weight breakdown for
the machinery system. All major changes in the volume
and weight of the machinery system will come from changes
in the machinery box, uptakes, shafting, bearings and




VOLUME AND VffilGHT OF MCHINERY SYSTEM
FOR MODEL BASELINE AND DD963 BASELINE
CHARACTERISTIC
Machinery System Volume, cu.ft.
Machinery Box Volume, cu.ft.
Uptakes Volume, cu.ft.
Shafting, Beairings & Propellers,cu.ft.










Machinery System Weight, tons
Machinery Box Weight, tons
Uptakes Weight, tons















































in the machinery box will result from WTGP2 variations.
5.2 Conversion to an Electric Propulsion Machinery System
The results of Chapter ^' are used to size the machinery
system by modifying the propulsion system with superconduct-
ing electric machines. The new weight and volume of the
machinery system were used as input to the ship synthesis
(Ik)
model to determine the impact on the overall ship
system. The preliminary output from the synthesis pro-
cess indicated that a baseline ship with four gas turbines
converted directly to electric drive would not meet the
no-change-in-payload, sustained speed or endurance range
requirements as set forth in Chapter 1.
When the volume for the propulsion system went down,
the volume for the payload went up because the size of
the ship remained constant. Extra volume for the payload
is unuseable when a ship is weight limited. More payload
in the form of extra weight cannot really be added to take
advantage of this extra volume. If this volume were to
remain in the ship, it would only serve to make the pre-
sent configuration of the ship space inefficient and waste-
ful.
The sustained speed could be met within the tolerances
of the ship synthesis model itself. The top speed of the
modified ships varied by less than 29S. A 2^ change can




By far, the largest deviation from the baseline
characteristics was in the endurance range, which increased
up to 25%' (Section k.J contains the calculations for the
endurance range.) A range increase of this amount was
unsatisfactory when compared to the inital criteria of
no-range change allowed in the modified ship. To keep
the range the same, over 200 tons of fuel can be removed.
To meet the no-change in mission performance restrictions
•, on the modified ship, a smaller three-engined ship with
less horsepower was then investigated to determine if it
could take advantage of this fuel weight savings.
The results from Chapter k are summed up in Table 5.3
for the four-gas turbine, four-generator, two-motor
propulsion system and the three-gas turbine, three-generator,
two-motor propulsion system. The four-engined propulsion
system at 50^.1 tons is 3^/' lighter than the baseline
propulsion system of 789.2 tons. A kSf<> weight savings
is realized by the ^01.2 ton three-engined propulsion
system. The volume occupied by Group 2 propulsion
machinery is not given in any references. Reference 10
does contain machinery room arrangement plans without
specific dimensions being listed. The specific dimensions
of the gas turbines are listed and could be used as a




WTGP2 WEIGHTS FOR BASELINE SHIP.
FOUR-EHGINED AND THREE-ENGINED ELECTRIC
PROPULSION SYSTEMS
il-ENG. 3-ENG.
CHARACTERISTIC BASELINE SHIP SHIP
Gas Turbines 81.25 60.9
Generators 16.0 12.0
Motors 30.2 23
Cryogenic System 5.36 ^.5
Foundations 12.3 9.3
PRORILSION UNITS, TONS 2^^4.14 145.11 109.7
Shafting & Bearings 13.6 13.6
Propellers 36 36
Cabling (^l-OO ft.) 1.33 1.0
SHAFTING , BEARINGS&PROPELLERS
.
TONS 253.1 50.93 50.6
Combustion Air System, tons 58.3 58.3 43.8
Uptakes, tons 1^0.5 130.5 98.1
Switch Gear 10.7 8.5
PROPULSION CONTROL, TONS 10.97 19.2 15.55
Fuel Oil Service System, tons 10.1 10.1 ZA
Lube Oil System, tons 31.2 20.0 16.1
Repair Parts, tons 8^ 8^ 8^
Operating Fluids, tons 42.2 42.2 37.1
Equipment(miscellaneous) 19.2 14.4
1
TOTAL WTGP2 789.2 504.1 401.2
WTGP2 VOLUME CU . FT. 172,736 143 , 946 115,157
WTGP2 VOLUME REDUCTION % 16 33
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spaces and the equipments contained within them.
By this method of measure, Group 2 volume was
determined to be 172,736 cu.ft. The volume of the mechani-
cal drive machinery removed, such as reduction gears, was
subtracted from this value. The volume required for the
superconducting electrical drive machinery was added to
obtain the values of lif3,9^6 cu.ft. and 115,157 cu.ft.
for the four-engined and three-engined ships respectively,
resulting in a propulsion plant space reduction of I69S
for the four-engined ship and 'ijfo for the three-engined
ship. More space could be saved by a complete rearrange-
ment of the machinery in each engine room, as the location
of the propulsion gas turbines is no longer limited to
one specific location by the restrictions of the reduction
gear and propeller shaft. The result of a simple substi-
tution of the superconducting electric generators for the
reduction gears and shafting is shown in Figs. 5*1 and
5.2. The shortening of each engineroom by 8 feet, as
shown in the machinery arrangement drawings, plus the
addition of the two electric motor rooms (12x8x10 ft.)
produces the l6^ space reduction given in Table 5.3.
The value of 115.157 cu.ft. for the three-engined ship
was obtained in the same manner. A sample machinery
space arrangement for the DD963 baseline and the DD963




















































































































































































































































































Machinery Space Volume occupies 30?5 of total
enclosed volume.
^^^^
- Machinery and Uptakes
- Fuel Storage
J" ^ZI
ELECTRIC MOTORS DD963 SUPERCONDUCTING
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
Machinery Space Volume occupies 2^ of total
enclosed volume.
MACHINERY SPACE ARRANGEMENTS FOR BASELINE SHIP
AND ONE OF THE POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS FOR A SHIP




5.3 Comparison of Baseline and Modified Ships
Machinery System weights and volumes derived in
Section 5.2 for the electric propulsion system were used
,
as input into the ship synthesis model. The calculated
modified ship characteristics were compared to the base-
line characteristics. The characteristics of the Model
Baseline, Model Electric propulsion with four-engines
_^ and the Model Electric propulsion with three-engines are
m
given in Table 5.^t with the same characteristics for
Si the DD963 in Table 5.6. Tables 5-5 and 5.7 contain the
weight and volume breakdown for the Model and DD963 ships
based on a functional grouping of ship functions.
5.3.1 Analysis of Model Ships
When the baseline and the four- engine electric
[drive aire compared, there are three major points of
[variance: the range, WTGP2, and the weight of WTGP2 in
'pounds divided by the shaft horsepower. The large differ-
ence in range can be attributed to the manner in which the
two different plants are operated. For cruising at the
endurance speed of 20 knots, the mechanical drive ship
is required to operate two gas turbines, one for each
shaft. The endurance shaft horsepower is 10,5^8 HP which
works out to approximately 5300 HP per gas turbine. Fig. 2.
3
in Chapter 2 indicates that the specific fuel consumption




CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL BASELINE AND MODEL ELECTRIC
rROPULSION SYSTEM SHIPS
MODEL MODEL ELECTRIC MODEL ELECTRIC
BASELINi:
529
4 ENGINES 3 ENGINES
LBP 529 501.3
B 5^.6 54.6 53.7
T 16.8 16.8 16.1
SKP INSTALT,ED 80000 80000 60000
SHP END 105^8 10332 9491
^fp 33.9 3^.3 33.^
20.0 20.0 20.0
end
Range 6000 7874.3 6000
Displacement 6906 6657.^ 5938.3
WTGPl 2i»-65.2 2465.2 2181.8
WTGP2 789.2 504.1 401.2
WTGP3 282.7 282.7 265.2
WTGPiv 207.4 207.4 207.4
WTGP5 569.1 569.1 561.3
WTGP6 499.8 499.8 480.8
WTGP? 159.2 159.2 159.2
Loads I869.8 I869.8 1771.2
WT Margin 100.0 100.0 100.0
V Total 945470 945470 869832




.04 .04 .04M .44 .45





WTGP2/SHP 22.1 14.1 15.0
VOL IvIACH BOX/SHP 2.45 2.16 2.49
VOL HAB/MN 724 724 724
SHP/a 11.58 12.0 10.1
VOL MCH SYS/v .31 .28 .26
WTGP2/A .11 .076 .068
VOL MCH BOX 195955 172675 149253
VOL UPTAKES 49150 48789 34973




FUNCTIONAL GROUP WEIGHTS AND VOLUMES OF MODEL
BASELINE AND ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
MODEL MODEL ELECTRIC MODEL ELETRIC
BASELINE
761020
4 ENGINES 3 ENGINES
Vol. Hull 761020 683734
Vol. Superstructure 18^4-^4-^9 184449 168802
Vol. Total 9^5^70 945470 852536
VOLUME
Military Mission 110753 139038 110753
Personnel 251990 251990 251990
Control 56758 56758 52975
Mach. Sys. 293597 265312 221313
Deck Aux. 519^ 5194 4662
Maintenance 186U 18614 17727
Stowage 69736 69736 58918
Tankage 21225 21225 19466
Pass & Access 117605 117605 114732
WEIGHT
Military Mission 379.8 379.8 379.8






Mach. Sys. 1205.7 930.6 818.
5
Deck Aux. 97.9 97.9 97.9
Maintenance 101.9 101.9 100.1
Stowage 1732.4 1732.4 1277.^
Pass & Access 14.9 14.9 14.2
Hull Group 2502.3 2502.3 2181.8




CHARACTERISTICS OF nn963 BASELINE AND DD963 ELECTRIC
PROPULSION SYSTEM SHIPS
DD963 DD963 ELECTRIC DD963 ELECTRIC
BASELINE
529
4 ENGINES 3 ENGINES
LBP 529 509.8 1
54.7 1B 55.8 55.8
T 18.8 18.8 17. 18
SHP INSTALLED 80000 80000 60000




^end 20 20 20
Range 6000 7848 .
1
6000
Displaement 7885.0 7568.4 6800.
7
WTGPl 3137.1 3105.6 2757.7
WTGP2 789.2 504.1 401.2
WTGP3 296.8 296.8 275.9
WTGPil- 250.3 250.3 250.3
WTGP5 739.8 739.8 735.5
WTGP6 i+5^.3 454.3 445.9
WTGP7 159.2 159.2 159.2
Loads 1958.6 1958.6 1864.6
Wt. Margin 100 100 100








VOL PAY/v .16 .18 .17
VOL PERS/v .25 .25 .28
VOL OPs/v .59 .57 .55
WTGP2/SHP 22.1 14.1 15.0
VOL MACH BOX/SHP 2.45 2.16 2.49 i
VOL HAB/MAN 724 724 724 1
SHP/a 10.14 10.52 8.82 1
VOL MACH SYS/v .29 .26 .24 *
WTGP2/A .10 .07 .060
VOL MACH BOX 195955 172675 149253
VOL UPTAKES 49150 48789 34973




FUNCTIONAL GROUP WEIGHTS AND VOLUMES OF DD963
BASELINE AND ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
DD963 DD963 ELECTRIC DD963 ELECTRIC
BASELINE
77258I
4 ENGINES 3 ENGINES
Vol. Hull 77258I 707468 ,
Vol. Superstructure 241298 241298 205396
Vol. Total 1013880 IOI388O 912865 '
VOLUME
Military Mission 159298 18 678 7 159298
Personnel 251990 251990 251990
Control 60633 60633 56912
Mach. Sys. 292801 265312 221013







Tankage 28171 28171 20808
Pass. & Access 122005 122005 115451
WEIGHT
Military Mission 392.8 392.8 392.8
Personnel 238.8 238.8 238.8
Control 120.0 120.0 119.4
Mach. Sys. 1259.1 974.0 856.3
Deck Aux. 115.1 115.1 115.1
Maintenance 92.2 92.2 90.7
Stowage I8O6.I I8O6.I 1427.4
Tankage
Pass. & Access 13.5 13.5 12.8
Hull Group 3126.1 3126.1 2790.4
Ship Sys. 602.3 602.3 578.2
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.6k Ibs/hp-hr. The synthesis model calculated that for
a mechanical drive ship with an SFC of .64 requires I606
tons of fuel for an endurance range of 6000 nautical miles.
At 6784 Ibs/hr fuel consumed for 300 hours (time required
to cover 6OOO mi. at 20 knots) the ship would consume
908 tons of fuel with the remaining 698 tons of fuel
' being consumed to provide heat and electricity. Cruising
at endurance speed requires only one gas turbine operating
in an electric drive ship. Fig. 2.5 in Chapter 2 shows
the SFC of one engine operating at 10,548 hp to be
.5 Ibs/hp-hr. When the specific fuel consumption drops
I
to .5 Ibs/hp-hr with an endurance SHP of 10,548 hp, it
requires 393 hours to consume 908 tons of fuel.
Cruising for 393 hours at 20 knots produces an
endurance range of 78?^ nautical miles, which is consider-
1 ably greater than the maximum required range of 6OOO miles.
' The endurance range can be reduced to the desired 6OOO miles
by removing 202 tons of fuel for a 13?^ fuel reduction.
This reduces the full load displacement to 6453 tons.
For this displacement the ship is unstable due to the
decreased draft. More weight would have to be added to
make the ship stable again eliminating any advantages
received from reducing the fuel weight. To produce a
stable ship requires a reduction in the size of the hull,
reducing the buoyancy and increasing the draft. A lighter
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and smaller ship needs less power to provide the required
full speed of 30+ knots; therefore, the primary reason
for the three-engined propulsion plant ship. A smaller
ship automatically implies less fuel (greatly reducing
fuel weight) for the same endurance range. The smaller
ship with an endurance horsepower of 9.^91 and an SFC of
.5 requires only 636 tons of propulsion fuel to cover
6000 nautical miles. This is approximately a 30?^ savings
in propulsion fuel (a 17f^ fuel saving overall) for a ship
that can perform identical functions at the same efficiency
as the larger ship. The percent change from the baseline
ship to the electric drive ships are shown in Table 5.8.
Only those items which vary from the baseline values are
listed. For example, the weight of armament does not
change nor does the weight for Military Mission; therefore,
they need not be listed in Table 5»8.
An examination of Table 5*8 indicates why the three-
engined ship is preferred over the four-engined ship.
The four-engined ship has large increases (20^ or more)
in range, volume, military mission and the payload volume
I fraction resulting in wasted space. The three-engined
ship had a 20fo increase only in the payload weight fraction
indicating a more efficient ship design. The primary
function of a Navy ship is to deliver as much military




CHANGE FROM MODEL BASELINE
PERCENT CHANGE FROM THE BASELINE TO ELECTRIC DRIVE,
LISTING ONLY THOSE ITEMS WHICH CHANGE SIGNIGICANTLY
FROM THE MODEL BASELINE SHIP
4-ENGINE ELECTRIC 3-ENGINE ELECTRIC










Volume Militsury Mission -25.5
Volume Control (^^1
Volume Machinery System 9.63 2if.6
Volume Stowage (Includes Fuel) 15.5
Volume Tankage 8.3
Weight Machinery System 22.8 32.1
Weight Stowage (Includes Fuel) 26.3
Weight Hull Group 12.8
Weight Payload/Displacemetrt -20.0
Weight Personnel/Displacement
Weight Operations/Displacement 6.i^ 4.2
Volume PayloadAolume Total -25.0 -8.3
Volume PersonnelAolume Total -11.1
Volume OperationsAolume Total ^.8 6.5
WTGP2/Shaft Horsepower








Volume Machinery Box 11.9 23.9
Volume Uptakes .7 28.8
Volume Shaftinc & Bearings 100 100
Full Load Ship Density Ibs/cu.ft. 3.6 3.5
(-) indicates an increase from the baseline
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payload is the same and the ships have the same speed
and endurance characteristics, a ship that has a payload
which is (ffo of its total weight is more efficient than
one which has a payload of 5?^ of its total weight.
^ The overall summation of Table 5«8 is that a three-
engined electric drive ship which is 1^ lighter, 8^
smaller, has a 2^o smaller and 50?^ lighter propulsion
system and carries \7f<> less fuel, can deliver an identical
payload at the same speed and range as the larger and
more expensive mechanical drive baseline ship.
5.3.2 Analysis of DD963 Ships
As for the four-engined model electric drive , the
DD963 electric drive four-engined ship has a much greater
range than the baseline ship. For this reason, the three-
engined ship was synthesized to eliminate the excesses
found in the four-engined ship. The DD963 three- engined
electric drive ship also has a 20^ increase in the payload
1 weight fraction indicating a more efficient ship design.
The overall summary of Table 5.9 for the DD963 is a
three-engined electric drive ship which is 1^ lighter,
10^ smaller, has a 2% smaller and 50?^ lighter propulsion
system and carries 1?^ less fuel, can carry an identical
payload at the same speed and range as the Isirger baseline
ship.




CHANGE FROM DD963 BASELINE
PERCEMT CHANGE FROM THE BASELINE TO ELECTRIC DRIVE,
LISTING ONLY THOSE ITEI^ WHICH CHANGE SIGNIFICANTLY











Volume Military Mission -17.3
Volume Control
Volume Machinery System 9.63
Volume Stowage (Includes Fuel)
Volume Tankage
Weight Machinery System 22.6





Volume PayloadAolume Total -12.5
Volume Personnel/Volume Total
Volume Operations/Volume Total '^.h
WTGP2/Shaft Horsepower 36.2
Volume Mach. Box/Shaft Horsepower 11.8
Shaft HorsepowerA^isplacement -3 '8
Volume Mach. System/Volume Total 10.
3
WTGP2A)isplacement 30.0
Volume Machinery Box 11.9
Volume Uptakes •?
Volume Shafting & Bearings 100































*(-) indicates an increase from the baseline
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The primsiry purpose of synthesizing both the super-
conducting powered Model and DD963 was to use the Model
as a control case to check on the accuracy of the DD963
conclusions. The values associated with the model
synthesis output can reasonably be assumed to be unbiased
representations of actual changes brought about by the
conversion to superconducting electric propulsion machinery.
With the exception of the machinery box weight and volume,
the Model weights and volumes for all ship functions are
generated within accepted design lanes based on past design
practices and philosophies. In the Model, there is no
wasted or excess weight and volume which can be removed
to provide a false indication of realized space and weight
savings when conversion to electric propulsion is made.
The DD963 is designed outside some of the accepted design
lanes and consequently has excess volume which must be
accounted for when analyzing the savings brought about
by the conversion to superconducting electric machinery.
The variation of each of these ships from their respective
baseline ships is shown in Table 5. 10. Those characteris-
tics which axe in disagreement are listed in the upper
half of the table while the chsiracteristics which agree
are listed in the lower half.
The small percentage change in the full load ship




CORREMTION OF MODEL AND DD963
PERCENT CHANGE OF 3-ENGINED MODEL AND 3-ENGINED DD963
FROM THEIR RESPECTIVE BASELINE SHIPS, SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCES ONLY ARE LISTED
MODEL DD963
?5 CHANGE»FROM jS CHANGE»FROM
BASELINE BASELINE
CHARACTERISTICS WITH VARIANCE ^
LBP 5.2 3.6
Vfp 1.5 1.9
Volume Total 8 9.9
Volume Stowage 15.5 10.8
Volume Tankage 8.3 5.^
Weight Stowage 26.3 21
Weight Hull Group 12.8 10.7it
Weight Operations/Displacement k,2 2.3
Volume PayloadAolume Total -8.3 -6.3




Full Load Ship Density 3.5 1.5
CHARACTERISTICS WITHOUT VARIANCE
Displacement 14.0 I3.8
Volume Machinery System 2^.6 zk,6
Weight Mach. Systenj/Displacement 32.1 3I.9
Weight Payload/Displacement -20.0 -20.0
I Weight Personnel/bisplacement
Volume Personnel/Total Volume -11.1 -12.0
WTGP2/Shaft Horsepower 32.1 32.1
Volume Mach. Box/Shaft Horsepower -1.6 -1.6
Shaft Horsepower/Displacement 12.8 13,0
* (-) indicates an increase from the baseline
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volume had been removed during the synthesis process, the
ship would have been much more dense. As it is, the density
of the Model increased more than the density of the DD963.
By comparing the changes in total volume, the DD963 only
lost 2^ more of its original baseline volume than did
the Model. These two items considered together, would
indicate that very little of the excess volume in the
DD963 design was lost when the ship was converted to an
electric propulsion system.
The smaller decrease in the volumes of stowage and
tankage for the DD963 follows the conclusion that the
DD963 is a less dense ship. These two volumes were
greater to begin with, and when the volume for the fuel
savings was removed it created a smaller percentage
change than in the Model ship. Volume is also the cause
for the full load displacement of the DD963 decreasing
less than it did for the Model. The displacement of the
DD963 is forced higher than it need be in order to have
a hull large enough to enclose the required volume. If
the volume were allowed to decrease more, the changes in
full load displacement would be much closer.
Taking all of the above into consideration, the
following conclusions can be drawn for powering a ship
with superconducting electric machinery: When compared
to a four-engined mechanical driven ship the three-engined
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electrical drive ship will»
be S^o smaller in volume
be lUffo lighter
carry an identical payload
have the same endurance and top speed
have identical habitability standards
have a 32?S lighter machinery system
have a 25?5 smaller machinery system
use and carry approximately 175» less fuel
have a 50^ lighter propulsion system (WTGP2)






At this time, it would be very difficult to put a 1
price on the acquisition and installation of a superconduct* *
ing electric propulsion system. This thesis covers an
economic comparison of how much such a propulsion system
could cost 8Lnd still be economically feasible. The cost
of the mechanical drive machinery removed will be figured
plus the difference in operating cost over the life of the
ship. The operating costs of an electric drive ship are
based on a 20 year life cycle, due to the fact the DD963
is designed on a life cycle of 20 years.
6.2 Cost of Removed Machinery
The single largest weight removed from the propulsion
system is the shafting, bearings and propellers. 191.3 tons
of shafting and bearings and 10.88 tons of propeller were
removed. The cost of this removed weight can be assumed j
to be $2000/ton,^^'^^ which results in a $^0^,360 cost 1
I savings. 32. 't tons of uptakes at $1000/ton^ '' were
I
also removed for a cost reduction of $32,^00.
The reduction gears were the last large weight and
volume pieces of machinery removed. The cost of the reduc*
tion gears is based on the total horsepower rating of the
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gear and not on the weight of the machinery, as were the
previous items. A representative cost of the reduction
gears as installed in the DD963 can be based on a $20/hp^ '
figure. At $20/hp, the cost of removing 80,000 shaft
horsepower of reduction geeirs is $1.6 million. The removal
of the above mentioned equipments results in $2 million
savings.
6.3 Propulsion Plant Operating Costs
An operating profile of 309^ underway time per year
will be chosen as representative of this class of ship.
While underway, 9^ of the time will be at endurance speed
[and 696 of the time will be at full power. Underway fuel
ionsumption will be calculated on a specific fuel consump-
;ion (SFC) of .^^2 Ib/hp-hr while at full power. For the
'electric drive ship SFC at endurance speed is .5 Ib/hp-hr,
while for the mechanical drive endurance SFC is .64 Ib/hp-hr.
The SFC for the ships electrical power generation will be
.96 Ib/kw-hr^ ^for an average 2k hour electric load of
1600 kw/hr^^-^'. The price charged for fuel will be $16.8/
barrel^^^ based on 1977 dollars and fuel prices. Total
(19)fuel costs per year are^
Fuel CostAear =7 (SFC. x SHP. x HOURS. /YEAR x FUEL COST/lb)
c-j 1 1 1
''
(6.1)
Manning costs will be considered to be approximately
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the same for both the electric drive and the mechanical
drive ships. For a Navy ship, there should be the same
number of men of equal pay grades and skills required
for plant operation and maintenance. The difference in
life cycle costs for the propulsion plants is calculated
on acquisition costs and fuel costs.
6.3.1 Fuel Costs per Year
Fuel consumed per year is calculated byt^ ^'
Fuel/«^«(;x = (SFCU davs underway x 2^hr/day x jStime at SFC )
^^^^f 22*^0 lb/ton
(SHP)(7.23 BBLS/TON) (6.2)
The fuel consumed by the baseline ship is calculated first.
FueKFULL POWER) = ( -^2) (10? x 2^^x .06) (80,000) (7.23)
= 28,371 BBLS
k Fuel (ENDURANCE) = 52,920 BBLS
ItueKELECTRICAL) = 12,969 BBLS
Fuel Consumed/year = 99.670 BBLS
I
At $16.8/BBL, fuel cost for the baseline ship, is
$1,67^*, ^5^.
The fuel consumed by the electric drive ship ist
FueKFULL POWER) = ( --^a) (109 X 2|^x ,061(60.000) (7.23)
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Fuel (Full poweri>= 12,76? BBLS
Fuel (Endurance)= 41,344 BBLS
Fuel (Electrical) = 12,969 BBLS
Fuel Consumed/year = 67,080 BBLS
The total annual fuel cost for operating the elctric drive
ship is $1,126,944. The cost savings in fuel alone is
$547,510 per year.
6.3.2 P.V. of Life Cycle Plant Costs
To compute the present value (PV) of plant operating
costs the discount rate (DR) is assumed to be 6^ (based
on real value 1977 dollars) . The discount rate factor
isj
^DR
(1 + DR)^- 1
DR(1 + DR)^
(6.3)
where L is the life of the ship. Present Value (PV) is
PV = Cost/year (C^j^) (6.4)
The present value of the fuel saved over the 20 years life
of the ship ist
^DR = 12.5
PV = $547,510 (12.5)
-= $6,843,875
The Present Value of $6,8 million fuel cost savings
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is valid only if the cost of fuel does not change over
the next 20 years. One would have to be very naive to
even assume that the cost of fuel will not continue to
change. The $6.8 million fuel cost savings is a bottom-
line figure based on the assumption that fuel costs will J
not rise any faster than will inflation. As the cost of
fuel continues to rise, the fuel economical ship is even
more desirable and the fuel savings for the electric
drive ship continues going up.
6.4 Limit Cost of Electric Drive
The total cost of equipment removed plus the present
value of 20 years fuel savings is 8.^ million. Using this
value as a guideline, the superconducting electric propulsion
machinery is economically feasible if the acquisition cost
of threee generators, two motors, six cryogenic refrigera-
tors, switch gesir and cabling is $8.48 million or less.
For a 60,000 hp ship, this value breaks down to a cost
of $141 per horsepower, or $188 per KW. $188 per KW for
an upper limit cost of a complete superconducting electric
propulsion system appears to be obtainable utilizing current
superconducting technology.
The $8.48 million savings figure does not take into
account the decreased acquisition cost or the yearly de-
crease in maintenance costs of a 10?5 smaller ship. The
20 year cost of paint alone will be a substantial savings.
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Inclusion of these additional savings would only Increase






The results of the design criteria which were applied
to a propulsion system incorporating superconducting
electrical machines indicates that development of this
technology will provide a significant reduction in machinery
weight and volume. In any comprehensive study of competi-
tive propulsion systems for a particular ship design, the
superconducting electric system must be considered a viable
candidate for increasing the overall ship performance.
The work associated with this thesis leads to some
specific conclusions, resulting from the substitution of
superconducting electric machines for the transmission
system presently installed in the DD963 and the subsequent
reduction in ship size and propulsion system size and power.
Additionally some general conclusions can be drawn for the
application of these machines in other propulsion systems.
The specific conclusions can be enumerated: ji
1. A 388 LT reduction in machinery plant weight (50^)
1
exclusive of fuel, can be realized by the substitution of
the proposed system for the presently installed. A projec-
tion of gas turbine fuel consumption improvement allows
fuel weight to be reduced by 272 LT for a 17?5 reduction.
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When machinery and fuel weight savings are considered
together, there is an absolute weight savings of 660 LT.
2. Substitution of the proposed system in the DD963
produced a marked improvement in the volume required for
the machinery plant, for a volume reduction of 29,000 ft-^
(1695). This reduced volume would still allow sufficient
space for the performance of machinery maintenance. '
3. A smaller ship carrying an identical payload and
having identical performance characteristics can be
constructed to take full advantage of the weight and volume
savings provided by the proposed propulsion system. The
construction of the smaller three-engined ship versus the
original four-engined ship, produced an overall weight
reduction of 1085 LT for a 14^ weight reduction and a 9^
savings in volume.
k. A superconducting electric transmission system
is economically feasible if its acquisition cost is $8.^8
llion or less ($1'4'1 per horsepower)
.
I In addition to the above conclusions, some general
observations about the proposed superconducting system
I are:
1, The use of an electric transmission system allows
the efficient operation of gas turbines without the problem
of excessive fuel consumption at off-design conditions.
The power plant can be divided easily into several
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generating units, each with a gas turbine and superconduct-
ing generator, without requiring the individual units
being clustered around the reduction geeirs. Increased
prime mover dispersion will decrease the vulnerablility
of the propulsion plant. The number of economical operating
speeds would correspond to the number of generating units.
2. Application of the proposed system in any psurticu-
lar ship design would not preclude any future changes in
components that take advantage of technological improve-
ments. All components of the proposed propulsion system
are small enough that they could be replaced by an improved
machine with relative ease. Substitution of original
equipment with new and improved designs may be very
desirable over the life of the ship.
3. The proposed electric drive system has a high
degree of controllability, primarily due to the ability
to use all electric controls for povrer control.
These conclusions demonstrate the desirability and
the feasibility of incorporating superconducting electric
machines in Naval ship propulsion systems.
This thesis has touched on several areas which require
further investigation before superconducting electric
machines can be used in marine applications. The most
important of these is the actual details of machine construc-
tion. In addition to the specific machine design problems.
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the use of solid state converters for the control of
synchronous motors and the liquefier/refrigerator cryogenic
system, as proposed here, will require further exploration
and development. The poor controllability and torque
characteristics of synchronous motors at low power levels
and RPMs would probably necessitate the use of a conventional
electric motor to steurt and power the propellers at low
RPMs. This motor could be in the configuration of a motor
around the propeller shaft driven by the ships service
electrical power. Low speed maneuvering in restricted
waters and emergency propulsion in the esrent of total
failure of the superconducting machinery could be provided
by these conventional motors.
A detailed engineering design study would have to be
performed before the proposed propulsion system could be
substituted for the original in the DD963. Propulsion
plant machinery rearrangements should be made to prove
the validity of the conclusions drawn in this thesis.
Weight and moment calculations would be required to check
the stability and trim of the modified vessel.
The preceding suggested areas of development and study
sure only those which are the most obvious at the conclusion
of this thesis, and certainly many additional problem areas















































DIHENSION V (8) ,IIC t5),JC(5)













GFK, TRK, GKA, TIIA, GAS, AJF
»U). Vlt), V(5), V(6), V17). VIS)
.025, .05, .02, .1 , .02, i.2£»a /
.
DV(3), OV(U), DV15), DV(6), DV(7), DV(8)
, .0025, .005, .002, .01, .002, 1.2B*7 /
DVL(2). DVL(3), DVL(a)
.1, .1. .1 /
D»L 16) , DVH7), CVLje), T«
























IF{NliaiT .50. C) GC TO 100
DO 2 HN = l,Kni1Il
DO 5 1=1, NV




ir(DVlI) .IT. A) DV (I)-VV (I) ».C01
VV (D'VV (I)»DV(I) 'TB
T2=CFtVV,NHniT)









IF [DX .LT. 0.0) DV(1) =V(I)*{-1.0)«DVL(I)
IF(ABS(CT) .IT. tDVL{I)*V (I))) DV II)"DX
CONTINIJE
DO 3 KK«1,NV































































DIliEKSlQII V(8) ,HC(fi) ,JC(6)
DIMENJION H (20)
REAL LZ. LH, IK. IAS, LCA, ICK, LCF, LBS, NAAT, NPAT, LAK
REAL lA, in, RA, IN, HSS, (IK, NS, MS, KGLOS, JSD, HA
















































200. 0, 3. 5E»6 /
NPA, KMA, KBL,KBFL, LTH
3., 1., 1., .5, .25 /
VT, XT, XI, X2, PR
GKI, GAI, 12, BP







































C**** CAlCtllATB MACHINE DIBEKSIONS ***»
C**** RFO.PKO.niO ARIOBTER RADII OF FIELD, DAMPER, AND A8BAT0RE






























€•••• CHLC If.NQTH OF MACflINt ••••
C**** Ills IKTESSAL BASED REACTANCE ••*•
10« XI= 1«IPA»S0R1 (2.)/".)* (AJA/AJF)* (SCI 0/SC11 ) » ( (RAO/HFO) * BB)
1* (CSV (C11 '(I. 0-^*83) ))-KBA
C**«* ppi IS KVA/ntllT LENGTH BASED ON INTERNAL VOLTAGE
105 PP1= (B./1S0BT(2.)*FI) ) •OMECA»MU*AJA» AJP» (1. 0-Y*«BE) * (BFO**BB)
1» (RAO**AA) CN1»SC10*SC11»KWA*NPA
C**** LZ IS UNIT LENGTH
106 LZ=VA/PPI
C*»** LDA IS EFFECTIVE lEKGTH CF ABHATOPE
107 LDA'iFAOtDAI-lSPO^PFI) •KBFL)*K£L/P
108 EET»=IEA/LZ
109 AT=((X1**2*BFTA) 4XI»SIN(PSI) )/(1.0-XI«*2)
lie ALPH»=AT*S0RT(AT**2»1.C*2.C*XI»BETA*SIir(PSI)*(XI»BEIA)*»2)
C*»*« LA IS ACTIVE ARMATURE LENGIR
111 LA=L7*ALPHA
C«»»« LAS IS ARNATHRE straight SECTION LENGTH
112 LAS=LA- (RFO+BFI) (KBFL) KPL/P
C**»* LOA IS TOTAl EFFECTIVE ABKATURE IINGTH
113 LOA=LA*LDA
C**** XA IS TOTAL P FACTA KCE/U NIT BASED CN INTEBMAl VOLTAGE
Hit XA=XI* (ICA/LA)
115 IP(TA .LT. 1.0) GO TO 500
116 TI1A =THA-THA*0. 1
117 GO TC US9
118 500 VOE=SCHT(1.0- (XA»COS(PSI) )*«2) -XA'SIN (PSI)
119 XP=X«/VO^
C**** lOK A^C LOF ARE THE EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF CABPER AND FIELD
120 LOK = LA« (BKI*EKO) '(KBL/P)
121 LOP = lA* {i>FItRFC)/P
C**** PULE CF THIirP GUESS FOR LENGTH OF EEARIHG SPAN
122 LBR=ICK*2.C*ITH
C**** NAAT IS TOTAL NUflBFR OF ARHAIOSE AnPBRE-TURNS
123 NAAT=AJA*TKVIAE»RA0*»2* (1.0-X*«2)/2.0
C**** NPAT IS TOTAL NUC.BER OF FlILE AMPEaE-TORNS
121 HFAT=A.lP»THliFE*RF0»*2* t1-0-V*»2)/2.0
C>*** VPT IS GENERATCD VCLTAGE/TUBN/FH ASI
125 VPT=32.0/(2.0*SQPT(2.0)»Pl)»OHEGA*Ma*LA»AJF*SC10*SC11
1» (1.0-Y**BE)/( THWAE*(1.C-X»»2)*RA0**E) •BFO»* BD'CM 1»KBA*V0E
C
C»»*» CALC OF TRANSIENT ELECTRICAL PAEAHETEHS
C*«** LAN IS ACTIVE ABBATHRE LENGTH FOE COUPLING TO CAMPER
126 LAK=L»S*(EKO»RRI)»KWA*KBKI/P




1*CS(f,T,7) J'CRro/RAO) ••CC* ( 1.0-y'»BB) ••?)
128 XnPP-TD* t1.C-2.0*((LA»»2)/(LCA*LCK)) • (CN1**2) / (CS (P,X, S)
1«CS(P.ZZ,U) )«( (FKO/PAO)'-CC)»(1.0-ZZ«*BB)*«2)
C»«»» TS »SD TDPP km SHIELt AND SUBTBANSIENl TlilE COBSTAHTS
129 TS>PI*ai)*RI(C*(FKC-FKI) •SICMAK/II.O* (1.0*72)**CC






C PIELD CURRENT RISE DURING CRITICAL POST-PADIT SHIMG
C XE IE fXTERNAL REACTANCE
C EFO AND VINE APE INTERNAL AND BUS VOLTAGES






137 IF1=2. C* (XD-XDF) 'COS (DEO) / (XCP*XE) / (EFO) 1.
C
C*«** TOROUE TUBE BECUI RESENTS
C TORQUE TUBE IS DESIGNED TO CARRY BORST CASE TORQUE PROH
C A IINE-LINE TERMINAL FAULT
c TPP IS pe:» unit hofst case torque
C TT IS worst CASE TORQUE
C SQ IS RADIUS RATIO OF TORQUE TUBE. THIS BOOTIHE ATTEHPIS TO FIND
C THE PROPER VALUE FCF SC
138 N^O
139 1A«KV»P0/VT
1*0 EPP =SQFT (VT»*2« IXDPP»IA) ••2t2. 0*VT*XDFP«IA*SI» (PSI) )
1«1 TPP=1.3»EPP«*2/XDPP
1«2 TTsVf'TPP/CCfGA







C**»« HILL TFT 2*>0 TIHES FOR A SOLUTION
C IF AFTE" THAT FANY TRIES IT HAS NCI FOUND A SOLUTION
C IT ESTIKATES STRESS FOB AN ALMOST SOLID SHAFT
147 1210 IF[N.lT.25C)GO TO 1220
1U8 SI=2.0*SS
1119 SO=SI* (1.0-PP)/(3.0+PR)
150. TAUO = 2.0'TT/tPI*RFI»*3)
151 TO=SCRIlTAUO**2*SQ»»2)
152 TD-SI
153 IF (TO .GT. SI) TD=TO
1511 PPI = 0.O
155 GO TC 1300
€•••* REJECT NEGATIVE INNER RADIUS
C AND INNER RADIUS GREATER THAN OUTER RADIOS
156 1220 IF(SCNEH»SQ .LT. O.C) SQNEli=SQIIEII/2.
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157 ir(SCNtW*SO .OT. .99) SQNIH-SONFW/2.0
€••"• so, SI ABE HALF OF CENTKIFDGAL SIHESSES AT OUTEB.IIIIIIB BACH
159 SO-SS* (2.0* (1.C-pn)/t3.0«FF) 2.0«SC**2)
160 SI«SS* (2.0«(1.0-FH)/(J.0*PS)*SQ**2»2.)
C»*»* TAUO »HD T»HI ARf TORO'IE STRESSES
161 TAao = 2.0«Tl/(nFI«*3*(1.0-Sg**U)»PI)
162 TAUI=2.0*SQ»TT/t9Fl**3»(1.0-SO*»a)*PI)
C***« TO AND TI ARE HOHP'S CIRCLI ADEITIONS
163 TO=SCnT [TAnO**2*SO»*2)
16« TI=SQBT (T<UI*«2*SI**2)
€•*•• lARGfF STRESS POINT USED AS CHlTERIOll
165 T1=T1
166 IF(TC .GE. TI) T1 = T0
C«»*» ATTE^IPT TO GET HITHIN SIS CF SEECIFIEC STRESS, IBAX
167 IF(TMAX .LT. TI .AND. .95*TBAX .GT. TI) GO TO 1230
C»*** RBI IS SUPFCRI INNER FADIUS
168 BBI=£Q*HFI
C***« TD IS THE STRESS LEVEL USEE TO CALCULATE SHAFT STBESS
C PENALIT FUNCTION
169 TD=Tr»X
170 GO TC 1300
C**** NEWTCNS HETHOD IS USFC TO OBTAIN A NEW GUESS FOB SQ
C DTI IS BATE CF CHARGE OF STRESS WITH SQ
C DS ASC CT ARE COaPCNENT DERIVATIVES
C SQNEW IS THE ESTIMATE FOB THE CHARGE IN SQ BEQDIBEC






177 SQNEW = FP*(.975*THAX-T1)/DT1




182 DT1 = [SC*DS*TAnc«DT) /TI
183 SQNEW=PP« (.975»TrAX-T1)/ET1
184 GO TC 1210
C»**» DA1PES BEQtIIRENENTS FOB FAULT CRUSHING LOADS
C DAH ER IS DESIGNED TO CAFBY WORST CASE CRUSHING LOADS
C FROM A LINE-LIME TERMINAL FAULT
C STMG IS MAGNETIC STRESS AT SHOFT CIRCUIT
C STB IS TOTAL STRF.SS FPOH A FAULT
C STCP IS CENTRiniGAL STRESS AT RATEC SPEED
C DFCF IS CENTRIFUGAL DEFLECTION AT BAIEE SPEED
C DFMG IS MAGNETIC DEFLECTICS FRCN A FAULT











193 BAO = l|.2l»2*nU/PI»SC10*BAO- [1.0-X* (1.0-X»*3)/3. 0«ll»»2) 'AJA
19U ELSS=Pl»ni)« (I.C* tBSB/HS)»«2)/8.0
195 NA"NAAT/»JA
196 ELA= ll16.C*L0A»mi« tNA»*2)«{SC10»»2))/(P*PI*(SC10»*2)
1* (1.0-X»*2)**2)) •SS*KWA»*2
197 FLS=BI»*1.5














21C EEE=EPO»COSl»TEA-DFLT) FAC*SIN (ATDA*THET)




€••» PR IS (lAX RACIAL FCRCE AT FAUIT
















C**»* NEGAllVE Si^CnENCE LOSSES
C KK IS SHIELD CURRENT DENSITY
229 KK = ll.0»AJ»«IJ«SC10«RKC*«(P-1.0)»RAC«»(2.0-P)»P«BB*CH(P,X,S)/'
1 (Pi*(i.o»n**cc))




232 PA=(AJA*«2/{SIGBAA»SPA))*THSAE*FAO»*2* (1.0-X**2) *LOA*»PA
C
































BSO IJ SHItlC OUTER P»CIOS
SHIEID IS DESIGNEO FOR UNlfORH FLUX CENSITT
PSO»R$» {1.C*PRS/(BSM)IX»P))
•* FIELC AT AN INNER CORNER OF FIELD MINDING
HR=0
HTH«C
ESTI!tATE FIELD INTENSITY AT INNER RADIOS AND HIGHEST ANGDLAB
EXTENT OF THE FIELD WINDING. HARnONICS 1 TO 19 AND BOTH RADIAL AND
AZIHCTHAI COHPCNENTS ARE INCLUCEC.
DO 1500 1 = 1,20,2
F=FLC»T(I) *?
G =FLCAT (I) *THWfE/2.0
530 H(I)=2.0»AJF*SIN (G)/(FLOAT(I)*PI*{2.0-F)J*HFI*Y**IF-2.0)





H»AX = SCaT(HR**2»HTH**2) ' :
'••• ROTOR CRITICAL SPEED
COMPUTE ROTOR CRITICAL SPEED USING A SinPLS BENDING HOHENT HODEL
TORQUE TUBE STIFFNESS ONLY IS USEE
MASS BA INCLUDES TORQUE TUEE, SHIELD, AND FIELD
BA= ('10SS*(RFI*»2-RPI*-2) PCCU*SrF«aPC»*2«(1.0-Y»»2)
1*R0AL« (FKO**2-RKI**2)) PI ROE- ( (RrO«GFK-GKI) •2-BFO»*2) *PI
IN IS TOPQUE TUBE rCBENT CP INERTIA
IN=(3.1U16/a.?)« (PEI**K-aBI**l»)
OHGCRT=9.a75*SQRT(B»IN/(LER**'»»BA)) ' '
OBBPfl = CHGCBT/(2.0«Fl) 60.0
••• WEIGHTS OF EAJCR MATERIALS





!1S =PI^ (RS0^^2-P3^«2) 'LCA-BCFE
BB IS WHIGHT OF BINDING KATERUL
HB=PI* ( (RFO*GFK-GKI) ••2-RFC^»2) •LCF
>»•* SOPERCOKDUCTIOR PEQUIREBENTS FOR COST ESTIHATBS
RFSUIT IS IN APPERE-TllRNS-irETERS
ATB=(AJF^THWFE-RF0*»2* (1.0-Y**2)/2.0)*2.0*LOF
>••• STATCR CORE LOSSES















C«**« PEMMTT FONCTION FCR PIIIC COBREIIT LIHIT
C FIELD CHABACTEPISTICS ARE IDPUl AS FIVE POMTS IH H-J PLAHES
C H IS IN liC ARRAY, J IS IN JC ARBAT
C HIS ASSUtED CCNSTANT IN A EVING
C FOR A FIXCC H, LINEAR INTERPOLATION IS OSED TO CBTAII CRITICAL
C CURRENT DENSITT
C H^AX IS HAXINnH FIILI) INTENSITY
26* IF(li«fX .IE. HC(1)) GO TO 10
265 PFFC=10«*1|0
266 GO TC n
267 10 DO 1700 1=2,5
268 K«I-1
269 L=I»1
270 IP(II1AX .GT. HC(I) .AND. HMAX . LE. HC[K))
1JSR =JC (I)* (JCtD-JCCIjj'lHCAX-IICdjJ/fHClLJ-HCtl))
271 1700 CONTINUE
272 IF(RnAX .LT. HC(5)) JSR =JC (5)
273 PFFC = .9*.1*(A.IF«IFV.TSF)**15
C
C*»*» PENALTY FO ACTION FOR SHAFT STRESS
27« 11 PFSI=.9*.1» (TD/TNAX)»*15
C
C»**» PENALTY FUNCTION FOR SHAFT CRITICAL SPEED
C PROVISION IS BAEi TO FCFCE LC» CRITICA SPEED ANC TO KEEP
C CRITICAL SFEFD AWAY PROM OPERATIN SPEED
275 PFCS = .9».1» (O«EGA/(P"OI1GCRT))»*3*.C01«(P»OHGCBT/(P*OI1GCBI-
lOMEGA)) "2
C
C*«** PENALTY FtUCTICN FOR SHIELE FLOX LIBIT
276 PFSF=.9*.1* (BFS/BSr.AX) **15
C
C»»** PENALTY FDSCTICN FOR DAHPER STRESS
277 PFDS = .9». 1* (STB/DKAX) ''S
C
C**** PENALTY rnNCTICN FCR ARfATUBE INSOLAIICN AND DIABETER
278 PFAI = .9*. 1*(GAI/{BAI-aK0))»*15
279 PFAC=.9+.1* (GAI/ |RS-RAC))»»1S
C
C**«« FINAL COST FUNCTION
280 CF=C*PFSI«PFCS*PFSF*PPFC«PFtS*FFLS»PFAI*PFAC
281 IF (KUn .GT. 0) GO TO 100
282 ?11=V»/1E06
283 »12 = H!IAX*«U
28« WRIT': C6,7C1)
285 WHITE (6,703)
236 WRITS t6. 715)
287 WRITE (6,707) HP




289 BBITB (6,711) PT
290 MRIli (6,713) RPtl
29 1 WRITE 16.715) P
292 VRITE (6,717) VT
29 3 HRITE(6,7ie) AJA




298 WRITE (6,725) V (7)
299 WRITE (6 ,727) BAO
300 WRITE(6,729) LCA
301 WRITE (6,731) LA
302 WRITE (6,733) LAS
303 WRITE (6,73S) VFT
30« WRITE (6,737) HAAT
305 WRITE (6,739) SEA
306 WRITE(6,7m) HPA
307 WRITE (6,71»3) SIGNAA




312 WRITE (6,755) V(1)
313 WRITE (6,757) V(3)
31H WRITE(6,759) LA
315 WRITE (5,76 1) LCF
316 WRITE (6,763) AJF
317 WRITE (6,765) SEP
318 WRITE (6,767) TUWE
319 WR1TE(6.769) NEAT
320 WRITE (6,77 1) IF1
321 WRITE (6,773) V12
322 WRITE 16,775) XD
323 WRIT«(6,777) lie
32« WHITE (6,779) XCPP
325 WRITE (6,703)
326 WRITE (6,7R1)
327 WRITE (6,783) V(l»)
329 WRITE (6,7fl5) HKO
329 WRlTE(6,7e7) V(5)
330 WRITE (6,799) LCK
331 WRITE (6,791) LAK
332 WRITS (6,793) SIGHAK
333 WRITE(6,7';i)
33U WRITE (6,7Q6)
335 WRITE (6,797) XT
336 WRITE(6,79£) XI
337 WRITE (5,799) X2
338 WRITE (6,703)
339 WRITE (6,noi)
3ao WHITE (6,803) ONGCRl
























































































































































































701 FOaK^T (1H1 ,10X,<tOU SDPERCCHDOCTING GEN EBtTOR/HOTOR DESIGfl )
703 FORMAT (/72H
1 /)
705 F0PI1!IT(13H *• RATING *)
707 FORMAT (5X,it6H RATEE POWER (HE)
,
709 F0RnAT(5X,U6H FATED POWER (HVA)
711 F031AT (5X,it6H POWER FACTOR
,






























































POBnitT(5X,4eH NUMBER OF POLE PAIBS F1 0.
7 F0HHAT(5)(,46H TEPMINUL VOLTAGE (V) ,F10.0
POP!tAT(SX,46H AH^IATUPE CURRENT (A) ,£10.4
TORnAl(5X.46H PER UNIT FOVER RATING (P.U.) .F10.2:
F0Bn>T(15H ** APrATUPE ••)
F0P!1AT(5X,46H ARflATURS THICKNESS (H) ,F1C.4
F0F1AT (5X,46H ARr.ATUPE TO CCRF GAP {f.) ,F10.4
FORI1AT(5X,46H AR.IATDPB OUTEF RADIUS (R) ,F10.4
FORNAT (5X.46H AVER AIL ARKATURE LENGTH (H) .F10.4
FORnAT(5T,46H ACTIVE ARKATURI LENGTH (H) ,ri0.4
FORNAT (5X, 4611 STRAIGHT SECTICN LEKGTII (M) ,F10.4
FCR1AT(SX,46FI VOLT PFR TUFN (BUS) .FIO.S]
rORM»T(5X,46H AR1ATURE ArPERE-TOBNS (EFS/PHASE) ,E10.4
FORMAT (5X,46H ARMATURE HUIDING SPACE FACTOR ,F10.4
FO'ISAT (5X,46H NO. OF ARflATURE PHASES ,F10.4
FORSAT (5X,46H ARMATURE CONDUCIIVITT 1,5/6) .EIO.U
FOB"1»Tt5X,46H ARMATURE AKGIE (BAC) ,F10.4
FORMAT(23H * FIELD WINDING ")
FORMAT (5X,46H FIELI THICKNESS If.) ,F10.4
F0BMAT(5X,46H FIELD INNER RACIUS (H) ,F10.4
F0RMAT(5X,46H FIi^LC TO DAMPER GAP (H) ,F10.4
FORMAT t5X,46H ACTIVE MACHINE LENGTH (M) F10.4
FORMAT(5X,46H OVERALL FIELD LENGTH (M) ,F10.4
FORMAT (5X, 461! FI ELE CORP E NT DESSITT (A/n»*2) ,E10.4
FORMAT (5X,46U FIELD WINDING SPACE FACTOR ,F10.4:
FORMAT (5X,46H FIEII ELECTRICAL WINCING ANGLE (RAD) ,F10.4
F0BMAT(5X,46H FIELD AMPRBE-TUHNS (A-T) ,£1C.4
FORMAT (5X,46H MAX PER UNIT FIEIC CHRBEJI (P.U.) F10.2
F0BM*T(5X,46H KAXIMUM FIELD (TESLA) ,F10.0
FORMAT (5X,46H SYNCHRONCUS BEACTASCE ,F10.4
F0RHAT(5X,46H TBANSIENT BEACIANCE ,F10.4
FORMAT (5X,46H SUETBANSIENT REACTANCE .F10.4
FORMAT (13H •* DAMPEB ••)
?ORMAT(5T,46H CAMPFR THICKNESS (H) .F10.4
FORMAT (5X,46H DAHFEB OUTER BADIUS (H) ,F10.4
FORMAT(5X,46H CAMPEB TO ARMATURE GAP (M) ,F10.4:
FORMAT (5X,46H CVERALL CAMPER LENGTH (N) .F1Q.4
FOBMAT(5X,46H ASMATHRE COUPLING LENGTH (M) .F10.4:
FORMATt5X.46H CAMPER CONDUCTIVITY ,E10.4
FORMAT (1611 •* STABILITY •*)
FORMAT (5X,46H TRANSFOBrEB BEACTANCE ,F10.4
FO?MAT[5X,i<6H BEACIANCE UNFAULTED LINE ,F10.4
FOBMAT (5X,46H READTANCE FAULTED LINE ,F10.4
FCBMAT(24H ** NATURAL FBECUENCY •*)
FORMAT (5X,46.H BOTOF CRITICAL SPEEC (RPM) ,F10.1
FORMAT(5X,46H BEARING SEAN (H) ,F10.4
F0RM«T(13H •• SEIGHT *)
FCPMAT(5X,U6H STAINLESS STEEL SUPPORT (KG) ,F10,4
F0B:1AT[5X.46H shield WINDING (KG) .FIO.V;
FOIMAT [5X,46H ABrATURE (KG) ,F10.4
FORMAT [5X,46H FINDING MATERIAL (KG) ,F10.4
F0RMAT(5X.46U STATCRCCRE (KG) .FIO.V
F03M»T(26n •* FBROMAGNETIC SHIELD ••)
FORMAT (5X,46H FLUX AT SHIELC RADIUS (TISLA) ,P10.4





































PORnkT(5X,46U SHIELD INNEB PADIOS (H) ,P10.4
PnRH«T(5l(,46H PAX. SHIELD PlUX CENSITT (lESLX) ,P10.4
P0B.mt13H • LOSSES ••)
P0R.1«T(5(.46H Ai)^<ATa3E LOSSES (VATTS) ,E10.4
P03I1AT (5T,46H STATOR CODE L03SES ("AITS) , ,P10.4
F0ai»Tt5X,46n NEGATIVE SEOUEHCP LOSSES (BATTS) ,E10.4
POHnAT (5X,46H TOTAL LOSSES (WAITS) **•• ,E10.4
FOF1AT(5X,46H COST OP LOSSES (KG/WATT LOST) ,P10.4:
PORilAT (5X,U6H TOTAI COST CP LOSSES (KG) ,E10.4
F0R»A1{16H •• rE«IsniE£ ••)
FQRHT(5X,46H COPPFP tKG/r**3) ,P10.4
POR:1AT(5X,40U iron (KG/»**3) .PIO.U
PORNAT (5T,46n ALOHINUH (KG/r**3) ,P10.4
PORflAT(5X,46H STAINLESS STEEL (KG/B**3) ,P10.4
POR1AT(5X.46H niNDING MATERIAL (KG/K»»3) .P10.4
P0R1AT(7«H »• TENALTY FUNCTIONS ••)
POR1AT(5X,46H SHAFT STRESS P10.4
FORNAT (5y,l46H SHAFT CRITICAL SPEED ,P10.4
FORMAT !5X,46H SHIFID PlUX LIltlT PIO.U;
FORHAT {5X,i(6H FIHLE CIJRREM LICIT ,P10.4
FORMAT (5X,46H CArPEP STRESS .F10.4;
FORMAT (SX,46H ARMATURE INSULATION THICKNESS ,F10.4
FORFIAT (5X,46H ARMATURE DIAHEIEB ,P1C.4
F0RMAT(11H • COST **)
F0aMAT(SX.46H COST FUNCTION ,£10.4
FORMAT (5X,46H PENAIIZEC CCST FOKCTICX ,B10.4
FORMAT (25H ** MATERIAL CONSTANTS ••)
FO?MAT(5X,46H MAX SHEAR STRESS IN DAMPER MATERIAL ,E10.4
FORMAT (5X, 468 MAX SHEAF STRESS IN TORQUE TUBE MATERIAL ....,E1Q.4
PORnAT(SX,46H YOUNG'S MODULUS ,£10.4













C**** CALC GEOMETRIC COEF. CM •*
IF ( P-2 . ) 1000 , 1100 , 1000


















CS= ( ( AA- (i»..0»X**BB)+ ( BB»X**^)+ ( 2 .0»AA/BB»












R«TED POWER IHP) ZOIC?.
RATED PCJMER (HVA) 15.
PCWER FACTOR 1 . JCO
MECHANICAL SPEED (RPMI J6J0.
NUMBER OF POLE PAIRS 1.
TCRMINAL VOLTAGF (V) 1.
ARMATURE CU'^RENT (A) 0.35C0F 07
PER UNIT POUER RATIMG (P.U.) 1.00
• ARMATURE ««
ARMATURE THICKVESS M) 0.0')57
ABXATURE TC CORE C1P (H) 0.0272
AR"»TURE CUTER RACIUS (H) 0.30<ia
AVER ALL A'«M\TURE LENGTH (Ml l.O'^TR
ACTIVE ARMSILRE LENGTH |H) 0.5R*£.
STRAIGHT SECTION LENGTH (Ml 0.5740
VCLT PER TURN (RMS) 45.'>3|466
ARMATURE AMOERE-TLRNS IRMS/PHASEl 0.9188E 05
ARMATURE HIVOING SPACE FACTOR 0.3000
NC. OF ARf-ITURE PHASES 3.O00n
ARMATURE CCNDUCTTvITY IS/f) 0.60C0C L'H
ARMATU^^E A:4GLE (RAD) l.O'iZO
• FIELD WI'IDIKG ••
FULO THICK^^ESS (Vt C.0J6''
FICLD INNER RADIUS (f) O-CTZ
FICLO TO 0\MPER G A" (M) 0.02?5
ACTIVE MACHINE LENGTH (Ml 0.6R46
CVCRALL FIELC LE'ICTH (Ml 0.<»05'>
FIELD CURRENT DEISITY lKff>*Z) 0.1575E C9
FIELD KINCING S^ACE FACTOR 0.5000
FIlLO :LECrRIC^L HlNDINC ANGLE IRAOI 2.0O40
FIELD A<1PEKE-TU"NS (A-TI 0.^819E 06
MAX PER UNIT FIELC CLVIRENT (P.U.I 1.10







DAMPER THICKNESS (M) O.^a^S
OA^'PER OUTER RADIUS (•<) ClTll
CAMPER TO ARMATURE CAP (M) 0.0227
OVERALL DAMPER LENGTH (Ml 1.0226
ARMATURE CCUPLING LENCTH (H) O.QU'l
DAMPER CONDUCTIVITY 0.2000F OP
•• STABILITY »
TRANSFORMED .REACTANCE O.IOOC
REACTANCE UNFAULTED LINE O.IOCO
READTAMCE FAULTED LINE 0.17C0
•• NATURAL FRECUENCY «.
RCTOR CRITICAL SPEED (RPMI 5P6.3
BEARING SPAN (Ml 1.5226
•• WEIGHT *•
STAINLESS STEEL SUPPORT IKGl 68.59CC
SHIELD WINDING IKGl 126. '•667
ARMATURE (KGI , 456.5620
BINDING MATERIAL IKGl 0.0017
STATOR CORE (KGI 2523.6330
• FCRCfAONETIC SHELD **
FLUX AT SHIELD RADIUS (TESLAl 0.6361
SHIELD OUTER RADIUS (HI O.'.^Q?
SHIELD INNER R^DIUS |M| 0.3)70
MAX. SHIELD FLUX DENSITY (TESL"1 1.7500
•• LOSSES ••
ARMATURE LOSSES (^^TTS1 0.1177E C6
SIATOR CORE LOSSES (WATTSI 5S9.'t370
138

NE5ATIVE SFOUE'JCC LOSSES (WATTSI 0.3569F OJ
TCT4L LOSSES IWATTSI *•• 0.U86F 06
CCST OF LOSSES (KG/WATT LCSTI 0.0264





STAINLESS STCEL (KC/M««3» R00O.O30O
BINDING MATERIAL (KC/H''*3I 1800.0000
•• PENALTY FUNCTICNS **
ShAFT STRESS 1.0D:0
SHAFT CRITICAL SCEFD 0.93',',
SHIELD FLLX LIMIT O.OOCO
FIELD CURRENT LIH IT 0.'>0'il
DAMPER STRESS 0.90C0
ARMATURE INSULATICH THICKNESS 0.9152
ARMATURE DIAMETER 0.9010
•• CCST ••
CCST FUNCTION 0.31T5E OA
PE'ULIZED COST FUNCTION 0.179AE 04
•• MATERIAL CONSTANTS •
MAX SHEAR STRESS IN DAMPHR MATERIAL 0.2'.00E 39
MAX SHEAR STRESS IN TCBOUE TUOE MATERIAL ....O.iiSOOE C9










'««TEO POWER IH»I ^OZlt.
RATED POWER (MvA) 30.
POWER FACTOR 1.3C0
MECHANICAL SPEED IRPM) 200.
NLKOER OF POLE PAIRS 3.
TERMINAL V0LTA:;E IVI 1.
ARMATURE CURRENT (A) 0.3S00E 07
PER UNIT POWER RATING (P.U.) 1.00
•• ARMATURE **
ARMATURE THICKNESS IM> 0.1739
ARMATURE TO CO^F ^AP (») 0.0109
ARMATURE OUTER RACIUS (M) 0.7J92
AVER ALL AKMSTURE LENGTH (M) 1.7H77
ACTIVE ARMATURi: LENGTH (M) 1.S085
STRAIGHT S'^CTION LSNGTH |M) 1.3596
VCLT PER TURN (RMS)... 19.49800
ARMATURE AMPERE-TURNS IRMS/PHASE) 0.4092E C6
ARMATUKE WINGING SPAC^ FACTOr. 0.30C0
NC. OF AilMATLRL PHASES 3.3000
ARMATURE CONDUCTIVITY IS/M) 0.6000E OS
ARMATURE ANCLE (RAO) 1.0'<T0
•• FIELD WINDING •*
FIELD THICKNESS (M) 0.0310
FIELD INNER RADIUS IH) 0.<>3l<>
FIELD TO DAMPER GAP (Ml 0.0225
ACTIVE MACHINE LENGTH (H) 1.5C85
OVERALL FIELD LENGTH (Ml 1.8P65
FIELD CURRENT DFISITY (A/M**2) 0.1'i32E 09
FIELD WINCING SPACE FACTOR 0.5000
FIELD ELECTRICAL WIHOING ANGLE IRAD) 2.D9'iO
FIELD AMPERE-TURNS (A-T) 0.'»152E 07
MAX PER UNIT FIELC CURRENT IP.U.) 1.14








DAMPER OUTER RADIUS IM)
C«flPER TO ARMATURE CAP IH) ..
CVERALL DAMPER LENGTH IK) ...














•• NATURAL FREQUENCY ••






STAINLESS STEEL SUPPORT IKG) 2036.2830
SHIELD WINDING IKG) 687.1162
~ ARMATURE KG) 3)11.5350
BINDING MATERIAL (KG) 0.0132
STATOR CORC IKG) 7309.2100
•• FERC^AGNcTIC SHIELD ••
FLUX AT SHIELD RADIUS (TESLA) ...
SHIELD OUTER RADIUS IM)
SHIELD INNER RADIUS IM)






ARMATURE LOSSES IHATTS) 0.8535C ^6
STATOR CORE LOSSES (WATTS) 2<>28.»02C
li|-2

NE3ATIVE SEOUFNCE LOSSES IWATTS) 0.1177E O'l
TCTAL LOSSES (WATTS) •*•* S.SSTIE 06
CCST CF LOSSES (KG/VIATT LCSTl 0.0156
TOTAL COST OF LOSSES (KCl 0.1339E C5
•• DENSITIES ••
CCOPER IKG/y**3) 8900. OCCO
IRCN ^KG/^'•*3) 75C0.00CO
ALUMINUM tKG/M*»3l 2600. OOOC
STAINLESS STEEL (KG/M**3I 831^.'^?00
BINDING MATERIAL (KG/H*«3) 1800. OOCO
•• PENALTY FUNCTIONS *•
SH^FT STi^ESS 1.0000
SHAFT CRITICAL SPEEO O.'IOIO
SHIELD FLUX LIMIT O.SUJu
FIcLO CU'tRENT LIMIT 0.<)Oja
DAMPER STRESS 0.9U0C
ARMATURE INSULATION THICKNESS 0.0026
ARMATURE OIAHCTER 0.9001
•• CCST ••
COST FUNCTION 0.M39E 05
PENALIZED COST FUNCTION O.TlS'iE OA
•• MATERIAL CONSTANTS **
MAX SHEAR STRESS IN DAMPER MATERIAL CZAOCE C9
MAX SHEAR STi^ESS IN TOPOUC TUBE MATERIAL ....O.'-SOOF 09










RXTED POWER (IIP) 3C161.
RIkTEr P0H<;R (IVA) 23.
POBE" FUCTO 1.000
RECHANICAL SPEIC (RPN) 200.
KOHPES OP POLE PAIRS 3.
TERMINAL TOITAGE (V) 1.
ARRATURE COPRBNT (A) 0.3S00E 07
PER nNIT POWER RATING (P.U.) 1.C0
•• ARFIATOP^ »•
APHATORE THICKNESS (H) 0.1772
ARnATURE TO CORE GAP (N) 0.0313
ARNATDRE OUTER RADIOS (») 0.6998
AVER ALL ARMATURE LENGTH ( >1) I.UfiltS
ACTIVE ARMATURE LENGTH (N) 1.1942
STRAIGHT SECTION LENGTH (B) 1.0570
VOLT PER TURN (RHS) 15.U1I257
ARMATURE AHPERE-TURNS (RMS/PHASE) 0.3S68E 06
ARNATURE WINDING SPACE FACTOR 0.3000
NO. OP AR!".ATURE PHASES 3.0000
ARRATURE CONDUCTIVITY (S/H) 0.6000E 08
ARHATHRE ANGLE (RAD) 1.0470
riELD WINDING ••
FIELD THICKNESS (H) 0.0371
FIELD INNEP RAtlUS (D) 0.3929
FIELD TO CAMPEF GAP (n) 0.0225
ACTIVE MACHINE LENGTH (M) 1.19U2
OVERALL FIELD LENGTH (!1) 1. «685
FIFLD CURRENT DENSITY [H/M**2) 0.1436E.09
FIELD WINDING StACE FACTOR 0.5000
FIELD ELECTRICAL WINDING ANGLE (RAD) 2.09U0
FIELD AMPERE-TURNS (A-I) 0.45851 C7
NAX PF? UNIT FIELD CURRENT (P.U.) 1.11







DUnPRP THICKNESS (N) 0.0449
DM1?EF OUTER BUDIUS (H) 0.4974
DHHPER TO AP!<MUBE GAP (P) 0.0253
OTIRALL DAKPhR LFNGTU (1) 1.S108
ARHATnPZ COUPLING LENGTH (N) 1.3736
CARPER CONDUCTIVITY 0.2000E 08
•• STABIllTT ••
TRANSPCRtlER REACTANCE 0.1000
PSACTANCE nNFAQLTED LINE 0.1000
BEADTANCE FAULTED LIKE 0.1000
•• NATHPAL FBEQIIENCI ••
BOTDB CBITICAL SPEED IRPR) 2248.2
BEARING SPAN (R) 2.0108
• • BEIf.HT »
STAINLESS 5TEEI SIIPPCRT (KG) 1482.2270
SHIELD WINDING (KG) 526.3306
APRiTnPE (KG) 2630.2230
BINDING HATERIAL (KG) 0.0099
STATOB CORE (KG) 5587.0660
•• PEBORAGNETIC SHIIID ••
FLOX AT SHIELD PADIOS (TESLA) 0.7428
SHIELD OUTER RADIOS (H) 0.8345
SHIELD INNER RADIUS (.1) 0.7313
MAX. SHIELD FLUX DENSITY (TESLA) 1.7500
•• lOSSfS *•
ARHATUPE LOSSES (HATTS) 0.6779Ea6
STATOR CORE LOSSES (NATTS) 1893.3330
146

KKGkTIVE SEQUENCE LOSSES (WlkTTS) 0.ee92E 03
TOTAL I.OSSRS (WHITS) •••* 0.6B07E06
COST Of LOSSES (IIC/W»TT lOST) 0.0150





STAIHIFSS STEEL (KG/I1*»3) 8000.0000
BINDING tlATERIAL (KG/N*«3) 18C0.0000
•• PENALTY FUNCTIONS •*
SHAFT STRESS 1.0000
SHAFT CRITICAL SPEED 0.9010
SHIELD FLOX LIMIT 0.9000
FIELD CURRENT LIKIT 0.9071
CARPER STRESS 0.9000
APHATOPE INSULfTION THICKNESS 0.9030
ARHATURE DIAHEIEB 0.9001
•• COST •
COST FUNCTION 0.1C23E 05
PENAII7ED COST FUNCTION 0.5503E OH
•• HATEFUL CONSTANTS »•
FAX SH'AIi STRESS IN EAHPEB NATEHIAL 0.2U30E 09
BAX SHEAR STRESS IN TORQUE TUBE MATERIAL ....C.4500E 09









These variables are arranged In alphabetical order



















Maximum flux density in iron
shield
Maximum shear stress in
damper material
A vector of initial stepsizes.
Units and variables corres-
pond to the elements of V,
A vector of Msixiraum variable
increments. The ratio bet-
ween step-to-step increment
of variable cannot exceed
the corresponding entry of
DVL. Variables correspond
to the elements of V.
Young's modolus of the
torque tube material.
Young" s modolus of the damper
material.
Optimization fineness criterion
Exponent used in stator core
loss calculations
Damper insulation layer thick-
ness.
A five- element vector of
magnetic field intensities









JC A/ivi" A five-element vector of
current densities used together











Factor assigning part of
field end turn length to
active machine length.
Factor assigning part of
armature end turn length to




armature and damper effective
end winding lengths are
multiplied by this factor.
Volt-amperes used for critical
clearing time calculation.
Armature winding factor.
Length of thermal distance
piece at one end
Number of phases-armature
Number of iterative optimiza-
tion steps. If set to zero
CF calculates everything for









Poisson' s ratio for torque-
tube material.
Dissipation density of core
material at majc flux density.























Density of binding material
Density of eirmature conductors
Density of core iron
Density of torque tube material
Cryogenic refrigerator penalty








Conductivity of damper material
Armature phase belt angle
(electrical)
Field winding angle (electrical)
Max sheeu: stress in torque
material
Fraction of DV used as trial
stepsize in stepsize determin-
ing routine. . .
Initial array of dimensions
and current density. (see
Table I.l)
Machine rating






XI Per-unit Reactance of unfaulted line



























Field winding inner radius
Field winding thickness
Field winding to damper gap
Damper thickness
Damper to armature winding gap
Armature thickness














SYMBOL VALUE SYMBOL VALUE
RFI .12 M DV(1) .012
THF .026 DV(2) .0026
GFK .025 DV(3) .0025
THK 'V .05 DV(/f) .005
GKA .02 DV(5) .002
THA .1 DV(6) .01
GAS .02 DV(7) .002
AFJ
.
1.2 X 10^ DV(8) 1.2 X 10'




RFI .36 DV(1) .036
THF .026 DV(2) .0026
GFK .025 DV(3) .0025
THK .05 m(k) .005
GKA .02 DV(5) .002
THA .1 DV(6) .01
GAS .02 DV(7) .002
AJF 1.2 X 10^ DV(8) 1.2 X 10















AJF 1.2 X 10^














Fixed Inputs for Computer Optimization Program
157

SYMBOL VALUE SYMBOL VALUE
AJA 3.5 X 10^ PF 1.0
BSMAX 1.75 PR 0.3
DMAX 2.4 X 10^ PZ 2.65
DVL(l-8) .1
E 2 X 10^^ ROAL 2600
EAL ' 6.94 X 10^° ROB 1800
GAMMA 2.4 ROCU/ 8800
EPSI .005
'
GKI .02 ROFE 7500
HC see Table G.l ROSS 8000
12 .05 RP 1000
JC , see Table G.l SFA 0.3
KBFL •5 SFF 0.5
KBKL 1.0 SIGMAA 6 X 10''
KBL 1.0 SIGMAK 2 X lo"^
KVAPU 1.0 THWAE 1.047
KWA 1.0 THWFE 2.094
NPA 3.0 TMAX 4.5 X 10









HC VECTOR OF MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITIES AND
JC VECTOR OF CURRENT DENSITIES
for defining the Superconductor H-J Curve











HC(^) 2.0x10^ JC(^) 3X10®





*Ship Synthesis Model is the model in Reference (l6).
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The ship synthesis model is a method for estimating
the weight, volume, electric load, speed and other overall
ship characteristics of Naval Surface Displacement Ships.
This program has been verified to give accurate results
for ships which range in size from 300 to 700 feet in
length and I700 to 17,000 tons in displacement. The
model does not attempt to define or check the aurrangements
required for the ship; therefore, highly arrangement
dependent calculations cannot be performed. These include
damage stability, topside arrangement, internal arrangements,
longitudinal balance, and strength calculations.
The synthesis model does provide solutions that
satisfy the following requirements. First, there must be
a balance between weight and displacement. Second, internal
space available must be equal to or greater than internal
space required. Third, the energy available must at least
meet the energy required to provide internal power and
to propel the ship. Finally, the distribution of weight
and volume must be such as to satisfy design criteria for
transverse stability, girder strength and seakeeping.
The model synthesizes a Naval surface ship from the
following relationships:
a. Selecting starting estimates for full load
displacement and center of gravity based on
a set of relationships and rules.
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b. Selecting the proper geometric relationships
for Navy surface ships to match the hull
form to the displacement and center of
gravity.
c. Linear fit for the selected hull form to the
resistance and powering curves.
d. Calculating the weight of the specified pay-
load items and other ship equipments to
determine a more exact value for full load
displacement.
e. Calculate the center of gravity based on
specified ship configuration and compare
to estimated center of gravity.
f
.
Calculate the volume required and match this
with the calculated hull dimensions.
g. Perform electric load calculations,.
h. Compare equipment sizing relationships with
the existing ship dimensions.
i. Iterate through the above steps until all of
the relationships agree to within a specified
tolerance or until the maximum number of
iterations has been performed without
obtaining viable solution, in which case the





VSUS 0.00 DELTA CF 0.00 CPO ACC 21.00
T£SD 20.00 0.00 CBEW ACC 252.00
BANtoE 6000.00 0.00 FLAG ACC 0.00
L3P 529.00 0.00 TBP ACC 0.00
l/B 9.62 COO PASS ACC 0.00
B/H 2.89 SSEL TYP 3.00 DAYS DOR U5.00
CP 0.59 ENEL TYP 2.00 0.00
CX 0.83 NO LOWSD 0.00 COO
0.00 NU NLDSD COO 0.00
0.00 NU HI SD 0.00 0.00
paop PLi b.OO NU GT UN 3.00 UULL MAT 1.00
SUS SH? 8CC0C.C0 NO ST GN COO SUPSTMAT 2.00
Mil 30I1.S 0.00 KW/DIESL 0.00 0.00
MU KSACT 0.00 KW/GAS r 200C.CO UM/B HIH 0.10
Nil en;;3 U.OO KB/ST.1 G 0.00 0.00
NU SHAFT 2.00 Etc HABG 0.60 DISP TOL 10.00
PHOPELLB 2.00 O.OJ HXDI3 IT 20.00
SHFI TYP 1.00 0.00 VCG TOL 1.00
PROP RPS 169.00 cco MXVCG IT 20.00
PdOP DIA 17.00 HEAt TYP 1.00 DCUTHABG 0.00
DiSPTIl (IB 0.00 FIN STAB 1.00 FS COBB COO
L£MIH HB 0.00 0.00 PRST TYP 2.00
BEAM KB 0.00 0.00 PBNTCNST 1.00
PC END 0.00 0.00 0,00
PC KAXSP 0.00 OFF ACC 25.00 PASSAGE 2.00
PROP PLT GAS1URB2 SHPT TYP UOLLOB HULL HAT STEEL
SSiL TYP *iASTUBB2 PROPELLB CONT PIT SUPSTMAT ALUMINUM






HT GRP VOL GRP HT VCG NU VCG BEF
NO SPECIAL PAYLOAD INPUT





QklY IT£H QNTY ITEM QHTX ITEtl QNTI ITEB QNTY ITEM
1.03 3 1.00 208
I.UO 18 1.00 209
t.OO 27 1.00 213 '^
1.00 «0 U.OO 215
1.U0 58 1.30 222
1.03 66 2.00 230
1.00 7it 1.00 2J2
1.00 95 1.00 190
1.03 96 1.00 242
2.00 130 1.00 241
1.00 112 1.00 244










LBP 529.00 DISP FLU 7890.66 FLD DENS 17.43
BEAU 56.23 DISP LSP 5826.79 LSP DENS 12.87
OHAPI 18.70 VR LOADS 1963.88 HPAY/FLD 0.05
D 40.55 HT KABG 1 00 . 00 WPER/FLD^ 0.03
D 10 33.06 SIGBP 1 3137.13 WOPS/FLD 0.44
D 20 33.59 WTGSP 2 789.18 VPAY/VOL 0.16
D AVG 40.47 HIGRP 3 296.89 VPEB/VOL 0.25
LEN R DK 321.06 WTGRP 4 250.28 VOPS/VOL 0.59
CP 0.59 KTGFP 5 739.77 WTG2/SKP 22.10
CX 0.83 MTGKP 6 454.34 VMO/SHP 2.45
VCU FLD 22.27 MTGRP 7 159.20 ¥T3/KWIN 110.84
VCG/OAVG 0.65 VOL TOT 1014326.00 WTGl/VOL 6.93
I./B 9.41 VOL HULL 773027.60 MIG5/V0L 1.63
B/H 3.01 VOL SSTB 241298.50 VHAB/MAN 724.02
E<CLS XG 0.00 CRItlSEKW 1595.00 KHAB/KAN 864.71
HkHiiL. 6000.00 BATILfcKW 1725.00 BEN/DISP 0.04
SUJ SHP 800C0.00 24 IIR KH 160G.00 KUIN/FLD 0.76
EKO SUP 11537. 13 NU LCUSD 0.00 SUP/OISP 10.14
VSUS 32.87 KU HEOSD 0.00 DP*V/SHP 22.30
T£ND 2C.03 NU 81 SD O.CO IIPY»V/0P 1.64
A?SLASPD 31.58 NU GT GN 3.00
NU ACCOM 298. CO NU ST GN COO
Kb liiST 6000.00 KW/DIESL 0.03
KW SPSEB 6000.00 XW/GAS T 2000.00


































































100 NIL niss 3^2.8 0.0506 159298. 0.1570 5.52
110 COJIH/DET 71.6 0.0C92 86461. 0.0853 1.85
111 RADIOCOn 17,2 0.0022 5772. 0.0057 6.67
112 RADAR b.6 0.0008 2553. 0.0025 5.79
113 SONAR 12.lt 0.0016 24964. 0.0246 1.11
11U £CK 8.5 0.0311 39964. 0.0394 0.48
115 EVALUATE 6.1 0.00C8 8691. 0.0086 1.57
116 C/D SUPP 2J.8 0.0027 4537. 0.0045 10.26
I2C UBAPOKS 279.9 0.0360 42570. 0.0420 14.73
121 GUNS IbU.S 0.0212 20952. 0.0207 17.62
122 MISSILES 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
12i AS<I 63.lt 0.0082 15540. 0.0153 9.13
12U nlNE MAR 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
125 3H AEHS 1.7 0.0006 1499. 0.0015 7.02
12b CN NO EL 39.1 0.0051 0. 0.0000 0.00
127 ilEAF SUP 7.7 0.0C10 4579. 0.0045 . 3.77
12S SPECWLAP 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
IJO AVIATION 36.9 o.ooua 30247. 0.0298 2.73
131 CCSTROL 12.4 0.0016 3507. 0.0036 7.68
132 STOW/HNT 17.9 0.0023 22200. 0.0219 1.80
133 SIOPES 6.7 0.0309 4440. 0.0044 3.37
134 LIOUIDS 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.3300 0.00
135 ORDNANCE 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
140 ANPH OPS 0.0 0.0300 0. 0.0000 0.00
150 CARGO 0.0 c.oooo
.
0. 0.0000 0.00
IbO FLAG 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
170 PASSNGER 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
180 SPEC r.is 4.4 0.0006 0. 0.0000 o.op
2C0 PERSONEL 23a.
5
0.0307 251990. 0.2484 2.12
210 LIVING 69.9 0.0090 154050. 0.1519 1.02
?ll OFF BER 0.0 0.0000 30454. 0.0300 0.00
212 OFF SESS 0.0 0.0000 7507. 0.3074 0.00
2U OFF BATU 0.0 0.0000 3347. 0.0033 0.00
211* CPO BEB 0.0 o.ooco 9646. 0.0095 0.00
215 CPO HESS 0.0 o.ocoo 3462. 0.0034 0.00
216 CPO BATIi 0.0 o.aooo 2387. 0.0024 0.00
217 CBEK BER 0.0 0.0000 62826-. 0.0619 0.00
218 CREWtlLSS 0.0 0.0000 21742. 0.0214 0.00











220 SUPPORT 45.2 0.0058 6 1708. 0.0608 1.64
221 AOMIN FN 2.1 0.0003 2933. C.0029 1.59
222 FOOD P&U 10.
U
0.0014 16436. 0.0162 1.47
223 SED fcDEH 3.2 C.0004 11082. 0.0109 0.65
224 PER StFV 15.9 0.0020 15742. 0.0155 2.26
225 B£C 6HEL 3.2 O.OOOU 11516. 0.0114 0.62
226 SEWAGE 10.
C
0.0013 40CO. 0.0039 5.60
2J3 STOkAGE 123.5 0.0159 36232. 0.0357 7.64
231 STOBES 45.1 0.0058 12381. 0.0122 8.16
232 PER SIOU 24.9 0.0032 11542. 0.0114 4.84
233 PCTHATEB 53.5 0.0069 12309. 0.0121 9.73
3^0 SHIP OPS 3410.7 0.4392 60 3039. 0.5945 12.67
310 CONTROL 120.1 0.0155 60608. 0.0598 4.43
311 SHIP CNT 98.5 0.0127 26000. 0.0256 8.49
312 DAN CCBT 0.0 0.0000 4357. 0.0043 0.00
313 OFFICES 21.6 0.0028 30331. 0.0299 1.59
320 .1ACU SYS 1259.1 0.1621 292877. 0.2887 9.63
321 HACK 30K 722.2 0.0930 195955. 0.1932 fl.26
322 UPTAKES 130.5 0.0168 49150. C.0485 5.95
323 Sii.BH.PIi 253.1 0.0326 3843. 0.0038 147.38
321* HANEUVEB 61.7 0.0105 7000. 0.0069 26.14
325 VJNTILAT 7 1.6 0.0092 36^24. 0.0364 4.34
3)0 DECK AUX 115.1 C.0148 5194. 0.0051 49.64
331 ANCa.MGT 63. 1 0.0113 5094. 0.0050 38.74
332 UNREP 27.0 0.0035 100. 0.0001 604.80
340 MAINTAIN 92.2 0.0119 21370. 0.0211 9.67
341 ntCHANIC 19.6 C.C024 12173. 0.0120 3.42
342 ELECIBIC 7.3 0.0C09 4615. 0.0047 3.42
343 nisc 66.3 0.0085 4381. 0.0043 33.89
350 SIOMAGE 1810.7 0.2332 72599. 0.0716 55.87
351 FUEL OIL 1700.4 0.2190 60393. 0.0595 63.07
352 B FEED K 0.0 O.OJOJ 0. 0.0000 0.00
353 LUBE CIL 15.5 0.0020 604. 0.0006 57.44
354 DIES OIL 0.0 0.0000 0. C.OOOO 0.00
355 illSC LIO 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
356 STOaCSDP 69.7 0.0090 11601. 0.0114 13.46











360 TANKAGE J.O 0.0000 2827U. 0.0279 0.00
361 BALLAST 0.0 0.0000 0. O.OCOO 0.00
362 PF.AK 0.0 C.OOOO 3409. 0.0034 0.00
363 VOIDb 0.0 0.0000 24869. 0.0245 0.00
3b<4 XFLOODNS 0.0 O.OOOC 0. 0.0000 0.00
3b5 disc TNK 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
370 PASSCfcCC 13.5 0.0017 122033. 0.1203 0.25
380 HULL HAR 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
390 SUP KABG 0.0 0.0000 0. 0.0000 0.00
400 HULL GRP 3121.2 0.4019
aio BASCHULL 1326.1 0.1708
<t2 SEC HULL 15B3.0 0.2039
U30 DECKHOUS 212.1 0.0273
U40 ABKOR 0.0 0.0000
430 7REEFLLQ 9.0 0.0000
500 SHIP SYS 602.4 0.0776




DETAILED RESULTS—BSCI WEIGHT LISTING
GROOP NAME WEIGHT WT FRAC WT FRAC VCG
TONS FULL LD LITE SH FT
1J0 PLATING b21.2 0.0787 0.1066 17.2
101 FRAHINu U05.6 0.0514 0.0696 13.5
102 INN BOTH llft.1 0.0147 0.0199 5.8
103 PLATFLAT 206.3 0.0261 0.0354 16.7
10l» 0.0 d.oooo 0.0000 0.0
105 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
106 0.0 C.OOOG O.CCOO 0.0
107 ALL DfcCK 525.5 0.0o6t> 0.0902 39.2
lOd 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
10 3 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
110 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
111 SUPKRSTR 212.1 0.0269 0.0364 57.6
112 PROP PND 1o7.7 0.023B 0.0322 10.8
lU AUX FNOS 17d.8 0.0227 0.0307 14.0




1)6 SIP SPON 0.0 0.0000 O.OCOO 0.0
117 Aaf.oR 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
lid AC T STB 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 19.5
119 CASTS FOR 85.5 0.0108 0.0147 16.0
120 StACllESI 7.2 0.0J09 0.0012 5.8
121 SAL UKIT 3.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
122 SPfcC DRS B.5 0.0011 0.0015 31.4
123 DRS611TCH HJ.2 0.C055 0.0074 37,8
12K 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 U.O
125 HASTKGPT 6.9 0.0009 0.0012 89.3
127 SONAR lin 63.0 0.0030 0.0108 -4.7
12R TCWBPLAT u.O 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
150 UELDRIVT 51.9 0.0066 0.C089 25.8
151 FriEEFLIU 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 6.5
GHPI TOT 3137.1 0.3976 0.53 84 22.9
200 D0IL6CQN 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 15.3
201 PROPUNIT 2i»U. 1 0.C309 0.0419 16.2
202 KN CONDS 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 10.9
203 SH.UR.PR 253.1 0.0321 0.0434 6.8
2 0U CO^iB AIR 5B.3 0.0070 0.0100 48.7
205 UPTAKES 130.5 0.0165 0.0224 72.2
206 PROP CNT 11.0 0.0014 0.0019 25.1
207 .IN STH S 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 27.2
203 FW6C0NDN 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 16.6
239 CIKCeCiiS 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 10.8
210 FOSERSyS 10.1 0.0013 0.0017 12.0
211 LB0ILSY3 31.2 0.0040 0.0054 14.0
250 BtPAIRPT 8.5 0.0011 0.0C15 17.8
251 OPEB FLO «2.2 0.00S4 0.0072 13.9




DETAILED H3SULTS— BSCI WEIGHT LISTIHG COHTIIIUED
Gaoup NAME HEIGHT VI FRAC NT FRAC VCG
TONS FULL LD LITE SH FT
iOO £L PWGEN 111. 1 0.0141 0.0191 18.3
301 POU SUDU 20.6 0.0026 0.0035 25.0
332 CABLE 123.6 0.0157 0.0212 29.6
303 LmHTlHG 36.5 0.0046 0.0063 37.
S
33J Rf PAIhPT 4.5 0.0006 0.0008 21.9
351 GEN FLOS 0.5 0.0001 0.0001 16.7
GFP3 lOT 296.9 0.0376 0.0510 25.9
uoo NAV sgup 18.2 0.0023 0.0031 61.9
1*01 IC SYSTS 76.9 0.0097 0.0132 34.3
Hi2 GFC SYSI 11.6 0.0015 0.0020 63.1
<»J3 CH NO EL 39.4 0.0050 0.0068 28.9
<t3it ECrt 6.5 0.0011 0.0015 58.6
ao5 MFC SYS 0.0 O.COOO 0.0000 0.0
i«Ob ASH FCS 29.2 0.0037 0.0050 35.0
HO? TOR? FCS 0.0 O.OOCO 0.0000 0.0
408 RADAh 6.6 O.OOOB 0.0011 65.1
I09 RADIOCOn 17.2 0.0022 0.0030 49.6
mo ELKC NAV 3.4 0.0004 0.0006 55.0
411 SPACTECK 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
«12 SGSAR 12.4 0.0016 0.0021 8.5
«13 ELEC IDS 6.1 0.0008 0.0010 58.6
415 ELECIfSI 12.3 0.0016 0.0021 0.0
U50 REPAIEPT 8.5 0.0011 0.0015 31.3
l«51 CC OPFLD 0.0 c.oooo o.ocoo 0.0
GRPU TOI 25C.3 0.0317 0.0430 37.3
500 HSAT SYS 13.6 0.0017 0.0023 34.1
501 VENT iiYS 69.5 0.0113 0.0154 40.4
502 AIR COKD 46.5 0.0059 0.0030 23.1
503 REFER PL 11.7 0.0015 0.0020 23.1
504 UEAF.LTC 15.7 0.0020 0.0027 28.6
535 PLO.MBING 22.6 0.0029 0.0039 33.6
506 FIPEKAIN 62.5 0.0079 0.0107 32.3
507 FIRE IXT 15.6 0.0020 0.0027 34.6
508 BAL3TSYS 25.1 0.0032 0.0C:<3 11.6
509 FRESilUAT 29.5 0.0037 0.0051 26.8
510 SCUPPERS 3.6 0.DC05 0.0006 34.6
511 FULLIBAN 60.5 0.0077 0.0104 16.4
512 TANKHEAT 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 6.U
513 CCSP AIR 42. 1 0.0053 0.0072 16.4
5ia AUX SIH 13.5 0.0017 0.0023 14.5
515 BUOY CNT 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
516 NISCPIPE 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 13.3
517 OISTILLG 9.0 0.0011 0.0015 20.3
518 STEERING 24.7 0.0031 0.0042 20.8
519 RUDDERS 57.0 0.0072 0.0098 14.4




QETAILSU BESULTS--aSCI WEIGUT LlSIItiS COMTINUEO
GROUP Hi^eE HEIGUT VI ?RAC HT FEAC VCG
TUNS PULL LD LITE SH FT
521 SIOR EOP 10.8 C.0014 0.0019 U5.5
522 ELOPGEAR 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
523 AIR ELEV 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
52U ACABGEAR 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
525 CATSejBO 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
52o HIOriCFLS CO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
527 SlAB FIN 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 9.1
523 uxasp 27.0 0.0034 C.0046 43.1
550 h-PAlRPT 3.5 0.0004 0.0006 20.6
551 AUX FLDS 37.1* 0.0047 0.CC64 24.3
GflP5 TOT 739.
d
0.0938 0. 1270 25.1
600 HULL Fir 17.6 C.C022 0.0030 45.3
601 BOATS 25.1 0.0032 0.0043 53.1
602 HIG6CAHV 0.9 O.COCI C.0002 54.8
63J LAD&GRAT 40.5 0.0051 0.0070 20.5
604 NONS BGD 30.6 0.0039 O.0C53 40.5
605 PAINTIHG 58.7 0.0074 0.0101 26.1
606 DK COVER 29.8 0.0038 0.0051 37.9
607 HULL XHS 58.9 0.0075 0.0101 34.1
60d SlOBtHMS 58.6 0.0074 0.0101 26.9
6 09 UTIL EQP 15.9 C.0020 0.0027 31.4
610 Wasp esf 32.6 0.0041 0.0056 36. 1
611 GALY EQP 10.8 C.0014 0.0019 39.0
612 LIV FURN 40.5 0.0051 0.0070 36.4
6U OFF FURN 26.2 0.0033 0.0045 44.9
610 MED FURN 3.2 O.OC04 0.OC05 33.2
615 RAD SHLD 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
650 BEPAIRPI 2.2 0.0003 0.0004 34.2
651 06F FLDS 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
GRP6 TOT 454.3 0.C57O 0.0780 33.9
700 GUN nilTS 83.1 0.0105 0.0143 50.4
7C1 0.0 C.OOOO C.OOOO 0.0
7C2 0.0 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0
7JJ SPMfcPH&S 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
704 HIS LH&S 46.7 0.0059 0.0C80 44.9
705 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
706 0.0 C.OOOO O.OCOO 0.0
707 0.0 0,0030 0.0000 0.0
7ja TGRPTH6S 8.6 0.0011 0.0015 46.1
709 0.0 o.cooo 0.0000 0.0
7^10 MINE U6S 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
711 Sr. ARMS 4.7 0.0006 O.OC08 43.1
712 AIR II6ST 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
713 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
72 CARGOH&S 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0
750 RtPAIgPT 6.1 0.0008 0.0010 25.0
751 APB FLDS 1.6 0.0002 0.0003 32.7




DETAILED RESULTS—BSCI WEIGHT LISTING CONTINOED
GROUP NAME WEIGHT HT FRAC VCG
TONS FULL LD FT
dOO SKIP OCt 33.
«
0.00U2 31.9
801 IRPS6EFF 0.0 0.0000 31.9
802 PASSStFF 0.0 0.0000 31.9
80J SlilTAHMO 79.5 0.0101 34.6
dOx AV AKKO 0.0 0.0000 0.0
805 AIRCRAFT 17.9 0.0023 50.1
806 PhOVSPSI as.i 0.0057 22.6
837 GLN SiOR 11.9 0.0015 25.8
BCd MARINtST CO O.OOOO 0.0
8J9 AE«0 SIR 6.7 0.0008 3it.lt
810 ORDSTRSH 0.0 0.0000 0.0
811 ORDSTSAV 0.0 0.0000 0.0
812 POTUAIEi( 53.5 0.0068 «.2
813 R FEED W 0.0 0.0 000 U.7
d'lt LUBOILSH 15.5 0.0020 19.3
815 LUBOILAV 0.0 0.0000 0.0
816 FUEL OIL 1700.
U
0.2155 9.0
817 DIES OIL 0.0 0.0000 12.5
81d UASOLINE 0.0 0.0000 0.0
819 JP-5 0.0 0.0000 0.0
823 aisc Liu 0.0 0.0000 0.0
821 CARGO CO 0.0000 0.0
822 BALL WAT 0.0 0.0300 0.0






WT MARGIN 100.0 0.0127 <t3.1
FULL LOAi> DISP 7890.7 1.0000 22.3
DETAILED RESULTS— FUNCTIONAL ELECTRIC LOADS












GROUP NAHL CRUISE KH BATTLE KU
103 PA&STEER 304.5 443.4
230 AUX rtACH 342.2 422.7
300 DiiCKKACH 2.0 1.5
430 SHOPS 6.9 1.2
500 IC6ELtX 223.8 264.9
600 ORON SYS 25.5 202. 1
700 HOIEL 192.9 127.4
800 A/C6VENT 458.3 495.2
900 PWB CONV 110.0 214.6
ELECHASG 1399.1 1395.3




C SHIP CHARACTERISTIC INPUTS
1 20 6000 529 9.62 2.89 -59 .831 6 80000
13 ^ 2 2 1 169 17
31 3200030 2000 0.600011
C CREW & STORES ENDURANCE
50 25 21 252 45
C SHIP GEOMETRY TOLLERANCES
61 1 2 .1 10 20 1 20
72 2 1 2
C SHIP PAYLOAD
100 1 3 1 18 1 27 1 40 1 58 1 66 1 7^
114 1 95 1 96 2 100 1 112 1200 121 36000 124 1 l48
121 1 150 2 180
132 1 186 16 194 8 200 1 204 1 208 1 209 1 213
140 4 215 1 222 2 230
152 1 232 1 190 1 242 1 241 1 244 100 252
C INPUT OF WTGP 2
.
•
401 244.14 253.15 58.3^ 130.51 10.97 10.1 31.24
450 8.5 '^2. 23
C INPUT OF WTGP 3
500 111.14
550 4.5 0.5^








C MULTIPLIERS OF VOLUME GROUPS
2250 1.96 1.74 1A9 1.65 1.^0 1.39 1.^8 2.12 1.76 1.79
2261 1.67 3.32 2.55
2263 4.92 1.49 2.56 4.20 2.46 4.01 2.46 I.98 2.58




BSCI Weight Groups - detailed listing
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Longitudinal & Transverse Framing
Inner Bottom Plating
Platforms & Flats
All Decks (BSCI 10/f thru 110)
Superstructure
Propulsion Foundations
Foundations for Aux« & Other Equip.
Structural Bulkheads
Trunks & Enclosures
Structural Sponsons . '.
Armor
Aircraft Saddle Tank Structure
Castings & Forgings
Sea Chests
Ballast & Buoyancy Units
Special Doors 8e Closures




Welding, Riveting & Fastenings
Free Flooding Liquids
Boilers and Energy Converters
(Includes Nuclear)
Propulsion Units
Main Condensers & Air Ejectors
Shafting, Besurings & Propellers
Combustion Air Supply
Uptakes & Smoke Pipes
Propulsion Control Equipment
Main Steam System
Feed Water & Condensate System
Circulating & Cooling Water System








301 Power Dletributlon Switchboards
302 Power Distribution System (Cable)
303 Lighting System
Electric Plant Repair Parts
'
>>, Electric Power Qeherator Flaids
Comanuiication and Control—Group k
1*00 ^^- Navigation Equipment
401 Interior Communication Systems
402 Gun Fire Control Systems
403 Countermeasure System
(Non-Electronic)
kOk Electronic Countermeasure Systems
(ECM)
If03 Missile Fire Control Systems
if06 ASW Fire Control & Torpedo Fire
Control System
If07 Torpedo Fire Control System--
Submarines
If08 Radar Systems
if09 Radio Communication Systems
1^10 Electronic Navigation Systems
ifll Space Vehicle Electronic Tracking
Systems
1^12 Sonar Systems
if13 Electronic Tactical Data Systems
If15 Electronic Test, Checkout &
Monitoring Equipment
if^O Communication and Control Repair
Parts





502 * Air Conditioning System
503 Refrigerating Spaces, Plant &
Equipment
30lf OaSf EEAF, All Liquid Cargo Piping,
Aviation Lube Oil System, Sewage
System
50^ Plumbing Installations
506 Firemain, Flushing, Sprinkler, S.W.
Service Systems
507 Fire Extinguishing System





509 Fresh Water System
510 Scuppers and Deck Drains
511 Fuel & Diesel Oil Filling, Venting,
Stowage 8c Transfer System
512 Tank Heating Systems
?13 Compressed Air Systems
^H Auxiliary Steam, Exhaust Steam &
. Steam Drains
515 Buoyancy Control System, Submarines




520 Mooring, Towing, Anchor & Aircraft,
Handling System & Deck Machinery
521 Elevators, Moving Stairways, Stores
Handling Systems
522 Operating Gear for Retracting &
Elevating Units
523 Aircrafts Elevators
52^ Aircraft Arresting Gear, Barriers .
& Barricades
52^ Catapults and Jet Blast Deflectors
526 Hydrofoils
527 Diving Planes & Stabilizing Fins
528 Replenishment at Sea 8e Cargo
Handling
550 Auxiliary Systems- Repair Parts
551 Auxiliary Systems Operating Fluids
Outfit and Furnishings—Group 6
600 Hull Fittings
601 Boats, Boat Stowage Se Handling
602 Rigging 8e Canvas
603 Ladders 8e Gratings




608 Storerooms, Stowages & Lockers
609 Equipment for Utility Spaces
610 Equipment for Workshops, Labs &
Test Areas
611 Equipment for Galley, Pantry,
Scullery & Comaissary Outfit
612 Furnishings for Living Spaces
613 Furnishings for Offices, Control









































Furnishings for Medical, Dental
Spaces
Badlatlon Shielding
Outfit & Furnishings, Repair Parts
Outfit & Furnishings, Operating
Fluids
Guns, Gun Mounts, Ammo Handling &
Storage (BSCI 700, 701, 702)
Special Weapons Handling & Stoweige
Rocket 8e Missile Launching, Hand-
ling & Stowage D,evices (BSCI 70kt
705, 706, 707)
Torpedo Tubes, Torpedo Handling
& Stowage
Mine Handling Systems & Stowage
Small arms & Pyrotechnic Stowage
Air Launched Weapons Handling &
Stowage (BSCI 712, 713)
Cargo Munitions Handling & Stowage
Armament Repair Parts
Armament Operating Fluids
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